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Structure and Dynamics of Heterogeneous Molecular Systems
Alfred B. Roney
ABSTRACT
Although current classical force fields describe homogeneous single-component
systems fairly well, they do not represent the response of an individual molecule’s
electronic structure to its local environment with enough detail to reliably predict
atomic motions in interfacial regions such as a solvation structure or liquid surface.
Since most chemical processes of non-trivial interest involve two or more dissimilar
molecules interacting at a short distance, molecular models must accurately simulate
the interactions between different molecular species as well as bulk behavior in order
to provide useful information. Results from two simulation studies are presented
to illustrate both the utility of current point-charge electrostatics models in liquid
structure determination and the critical importance of modeling induction effects in
liquid water.
viii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The simulation of heterogeneous liquid systems is an important and challenging area
of research, and much progress has been made. Despite the combined efforts of
the worldwide scientific community over the last century, however, many supposedly
simple questions lack a definitive answer. This dissertation will present research into
two open experimental questions related to heterogeneous liquid systems.
Chapter 3 presents a proposed aggregation structure and mechanism for aqueous
n-propanol under ambient conditions. This system appears to retain key intermolecu-
lar features of the Raman spectra of the pure components even when solvated, which is
strange considering that water is infinitely miscible with most alcohols of low molecu-
lar weight. Thus, a molecularly-detailed description of the phenomena responsible for
this observation can provide a valuable indicator of the type and extent of structural
changes induced at the solute-solvent interface. Using molecular dynamics methods
to simulate the mixing behavior of two liquids is a convenient method for determin-
ing their interactions in solution, and this chapter clearly demonstrates this. It does,
however, raise questions about the definition of hydrogen bonding and its importance
in the theoretical description of forces at interfaces. Since the exact forces experienced
by a molecule directly depend upon the local arrangement of its nearest neighbors,
we must get this key interaction right to accurately predict hydration structures.
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One of the most important problems in modern molecular simulation is determin-
ing the local arrangement of liquid water and how it produces the confusing array of
experimental measurements responsible for the current debate over the structure of
the liquid. The description of water solvation is critical to the accurate theoretical
modeling of biological and environmental processes, therefore simulations of these
systems must reproduce the correct structure and local dynamics of water. Chapter
4 presents the current status of ongoing research into the modeling of non-pairwise-
additive electrostatic interactions, or “polarization,” in the context of the current
debate. These “many-body” interactions arise from the electronic structure distor-
tions induced in systems of many molecules in close proximity, such as water under all
but the most extreme conditions. The findings of this study support a recently pro-
posed and highly controversial hypothesis about the structure of liquid water, while
simultaneously providing insight into the origins of an as-yet unidentified feature of
the infrared spectrum of liquid water.
Chapter 2 presents a short summary of the analysis methods used to determine
both structural and dynamic observables from simulation output. These methods
represent the primary tools used in the subsequent chapters, and therefore we now
proceed to their description.
2
Chapter 2
Analysis Methods
2.1 Introduction
The ability to display molecular phenomena visually with atomistic detail stands as
one of the greatest strengths of molecular simulation methods. Researchers have the
ability to watch an entire chemical system, a group of molecules, or a single atom as it
moves through time and space as a computer-generated animation. On its own, this
capability provides little more than a qualitative idea of the interactions involved in
a simulated chemical process. Furthermore, the overabundance of visual information
provided by a typical animation of a molecular system makes the observation of
specific phenomena difficult for the unaided eye. When coupled with analysis methods
made possible by the atomistically-detailed records generated during a molecular
simulation, however, researchers can sort through the clutter to identify and isolate
specific molecular events or structures. This chapter presents the post-simulation
analysis methods used to determine liquid structure and dynamics in the studies
presented by the following chapters, and to make direct connections between the
simulation output and experimental observables.
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2.2 Structural Determination
The forces experienced by one molecule in the presence of another depend on both
their separation and relative arrangements. These forces can be quite directional,
causing certain low-energy arrangements to dominate the distribution of possible
configurations, thus the specific motions observed by an experiment will almost ex-
clusively result from these dominant configurations. Atomistically-detailed simulation
methods are a powerful tool for determining the specific configurations and trajecto-
ries taken by a molecular system as it explores its potential energy surface, and in this
section we will present some of the analytical and theoretical tools used to identify
and characterize structural phenomena.
Hydrogen-Bond Identification
A search algorithm for detecting hydrogen bonds was developed using purely geomet-
ric criteria from the literature. [1] Although the validity of this approach has been
called into question in light of recent experiments, it remains the “industry standard”
in the simulation community due to its ease of implementation and low computational
cost compared to energy-based methods. From the identification of hydrogen bonded
pairs, coordination numbers can be calculated. Specific aggregates of molecules may
also be identified from the list of hydrogen-bonded neighbors generated by this pre-
scription. Additionally, the specific processes responsible for hydrogen-bond rear-
rangement can be located through the analysis of trajectory sample sequences. Thus,
this method provides a critical insight into the role of hydrogen-bonding in hydration
processes, and allows scientists to isolate key motions and structures responsible for
unexplained behaviors.
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Locating hydrogen bonds using this system is straightforward. First, perform a
search for oxygen atom pairs possessing an inter-atomic radius of 2.5–3.2 A˚. Among
oxygen pairs identified as possessing the correct separation, calculate the intermolec-
ular hydrogen–oxygen distance (rOH) for each hydrogen molecularly bonded to a
member of the candidate O–O pair. If rOH falls between 1.5–2.2 A˚, calculate the
hydrogen bond angle (θOHO) formed by the candidate O–H· · ·O triad. If θOHO falls
between 130◦–180◦, the respective molecules are considered to be hydrogen bonded.
Nearest-Neighbor Histograms
Having more than one species present in a system usually results in the existence
of multiple states for a single species. For instance, water molecules located in an
interfacial region may exhibit a different coordination structure than those in the bulk.
The resulting coordination structures may significantly alter the dynamic behavior of
participating molecules, and thus the location of deviations from an average structure
are of critical importance. The nearest-neighbor histogram method detects these
coordination differences quickly and efficiently, and in a quantitative manner.
This method is implemented according to a simple algorithm. For each molecule
or atom i coordinated by a molecule or atom j, calculate all radial distances rij for
each molecule of species i and save them in an array. A cutoff value and pair list may
be used as a criteria for selecting only neighbors within a specific radius. Sort this
array into ascending order, and use the first N elements of each array to increment the
appropriate bin of a histogram associated with each array element. The histograms
are normalized by dividing the bins by the number of species i present, and averaged
by dividing each bin by the number of configurations analyzed. These histograms
represent the distribution of distances to the nearest N neighbors of species i.
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This analysis is useful in discerning the variation in solvation structure of a given
species. For example, a bulk water simulation which accurately reflects the textbook
description of water structure will produce nearly identical results for the first four
histograms, and the distribution of distances will be monotonic. Each successive
coordination sphere will produce similar results, with the peak of the distribution
shifted to reflect the coordination distance and the number of identical arrays equal
to the number of coordinated atoms at the distance indicated by the center of the
distribution’s peak. If multiple coordination states exist, however, the histograms
will exhibit multiple peaks corresponding to the number of coordinating atoms and
the distances to the coordination shells.
Radial Distribution Functions
To make connection with experiment and to further understand the solution struc-
ture, various radial distribution functions, gij (r) were calculated. Although there is
technically no experimental measurement of these quantities that can explicitly re-
solve the coordination-dependent features of a molecular liquid or solution, they are
formally related to a wide variety of experimental quantities and thus are of prime
value in determining the average local structure of a substance. The radial distribu-
tion function is formally defined for isotropic systems by [2]:
gij(r) =
ρj(rij)
ρid(rij)
=
ρj(rij)
〈ρj〉 (2.1)
where ρj(rij) is the average number density of species j in a spherical shell of radius
rij centered at species i, and ρid(rij) is the the density of an ideal gas at the the
same number density 〈ρj〉 as molecule j. The radial distribution function is easily
calculated from the coordinate output of a molecular dynamics simulation by creating
a histogram of the radial distances rij, calculating the average density of species j
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within the spherical shell defined by the bin location and dimensions, and dividing the
resulting density by the ensemble average density of j to give gij (r) at the location
of the center of the bin.
The species represented by i and j can be either the center of mass of a molecule,
or any atom of interest on a molecule. Additionally, with careful attention to nor-
malization they may also be chosen to represent the center of mass or a specific atom
from a molecule in a specific aggregation state, such as molecules that are members
of a hydrogen-bonded chain. These functions provide a good description of the short-
range order present in liquids. [3]. They also allow the estimation of single-component
aggregate sizes by integrating over the first neighbor peak:
〈Ni〉 = 1 + 4pi 〈ρi〉
rmin∫
0
gii(r)r
2dr (2.2)
where 〈ρi〉 is the average number density of species i. By choosing rmin as the location
of the first minimum in gii (r), 〈Ni〉 becomes the number of molecules comprising an
aggregate.
Kirkwood-Buff Integrals
Kirkwood-Buff integrals [4], Gij, are derived from integrals of gij (r) and can be
considered to be a measure of the average excess or deficit of species j around species
i. They are formally defined by:
Gij =
∞∫
0
[gij(r)− 1] 4pir2dr (2.3)
While there is no extant direct experimental measurement of gij (r) for multi-component
systems, Gij can be experimentally measured by a variety of methods. [5, 6] This
makes Gij an excellent measure of the degree of aggregation and a convenient point
for comparison with experiment.
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2.3 Spectral Estimation
Much of what we know about the structure and dynamics of molecular systems comes
from spectroscopic experiments. Infrared (IR) absorption experiments are of particu-
lar importance, as they probe molecular vibrations arising from both intramolecular
and intermolecular forces. Thus, the modeling of vibration-probing experiments can
provide critical insights into the relationships between vibrational modes and struc-
tural features since they can be directly related to simulated quantities. Unfortu-
nately, the accurate modeling of these experiments requires extraordinary computa-
tional resources, thus any algorithmic improvement in the calculation of spectroscopic
observables that does not invoke excessive approximations can be considered an im-
portant advancement. This section presents one such method, a novel algorithm for
calculating IR absorption lineshapes from simulation output data via discrete time-
domain convolution, or “digital filtering.” This algorithm is quite general in nature,
and can be adapted to other dynamic observables described by time-correlation func-
tions using the prescription described in the following subsections.
IR Absorption
The absorption lineshape of a system of fluctuating charges can be written in terms of
the power spectrum of the dipole moment operator |M(ω)|2, where ω is the frequency
of the incident field. [3] This is typically written as a function of the Fourier trans-
form of the dipole moment autocorrelation function, |M(ω)|2 = FT [〈M(0) ·M(t)〉].
Although we can only calculate the real part of 〈M(0) ·M(t)〉 from classical molec-
ular dynamics data, we can relate this quantity to experiment through the following
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mathematically-equivalent relationships: [7, 8]
n(ω)α(ω) =
4pi2
3cV ~
× ω × tanh
(
β~
2
ω
)
×FT [〈M(0) ·M(t)〉] (2.4)
n(ν)α(ν) =
16pi4
3cV h
× ν × tanh
(
βh
2
ν
)
×FT [〈M(0) ·M(t)〉] (2.5)
The implementation of equations 2.4 & 2.5 appears to be a straightforward pro-
cess. The dipole autocorrelation function is calculated from a sequence of samples
of the system dipole, and the result is passed to a discrete Fourier transform pro-
gram. Once transformed into the frequency domain, multiplication by a well-defined
function applies the correction needed to bring the classical dipole power spectrum
into agreement with its quantum counterpart. The simplicity of the theoretical de-
scription hides the complexity of its proper implementation. The classical dipole
autocorrelation function can decay very slowly, and thus contains a large amount of
extremely-low frequency components. The long lag window required to capture the
entire decay process reduces the ratio of observation length to input data set length,
requiring large data sets and hence more simulation time to generate a well-converged
average. This problem is illustrated by the slight asymmetry in a(t) = 〈M(0) ·M(t)〉
presented in Figure 2.1. For computationally demanding simulation techniques, the
generation of sufficient data to ensure reliable convergence of a time-correlation func-
tion presents a major obstacle, rendering many theoretical descriptions intractable
by conventional means.
We can overcome this issue by using the properties of the Fourier transform to
move the bulk of the processing into the time domain. We first rewrite Equation 2.5
using the correlation theorem and linearity property to expand FT [〈M(0) ·M(t)〉],
n(ν)α(ν) =
16pi4
3cV h
× ν × tanh
(
βh
2
ν
)
×
∑
α
M∗α(ν)Mα(ν) (2.6)
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where α ∈ x, y, z denotes the three Cartesian dimensions. We then perform an
algebraic rearrangement of Equation 2.6,
n(ν)α(ν) =
16pi4
3cV h
(
− i
2pi
)∑
α
[i2piνMα(ν)]
∗
[
tanh
(
βh
2
ν
)
Mα(ν)
]
(2.7)
followed by the application of the derivative and convolution theorems to arrive at
the final time-domain expression, using the ~ symbol to denote convolution.
n(ν)α(ν) =
16pi4
3cV h
(
− i
2pi
)∑
α
FT
[〈[
d
dt
Mα(0)
] [
Mα(t)~
−i2pi
βh
csch
(−i2pi2
βh
t
)]〉]
(2.8)
The actual implementation of Equation 2.8 will be discussed in Section 2.3.
Data Filtering Methods
The nature of digital computation systems enforces finite-precision mathematics, and
thus the potential for data corruption due to truncation exists. Therefore, if we wish
to measure a very weak signal in the presence of another strong signal, it behooves
us equalize the signals as early as possible in the signal path. For a quantity such
as the system dipole, the act of summing the vector components can potentially con-
taminate weak high-frequency signals, particularly coupling information, due to the
overwhelming amount of low-frequency intermolecular information present. Figure
2.1 illustrates the problem well as it relates to the calculation of IR absorption line-
shapes, but the same difficulty exists for nearly all theoretical descriptions based upon
time-correlation functions. In order to alleviate this potential problem, this section
will present the analytical proof of an algorithm for filtering atomic quantities prior
to summation and time-correlation analysis.
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We will start by expanding the two-time autocorrelation function of a sum of
vectors in terms of the components of the individual vectors which are summed. We
begin by defining the dot product of two vectors,
µi · µj =
∑
α
µi,αµj,α (2.9)
where the subscript index α ∈ x, y, z indicates a component of a Cartesian vector, and
the indices (i, j) identify a particular vector in a set of vectors. For the purpose of this
proof, i and j indicate single molecules in a set of molecules comprising a simulation,
and the subscripted time-varying scalar quantity µi,α (t) indicates the value of the
α-component of µ for ith molecule of a sampled configuration corresponding to time
t in a series of configuration samples.
Most quantities of interest computed from molecular dynamics simulations depend
upon the sum of a set of vectors, µs (t) =
∑
µi (t). We use µs to denote a generalized
vector sum such as the system dipole or momentum of a single molecule comprised of
multiple atoms. We must therefore express the associated time-correlation functions
as sums of the correlation functions of the individual molecular vector components,
a (t) = 〈µs (0)µs (t)〉 =
∑
α
〈µs,α (0)µs,α (t)〉 =
∑
α
aα (t) (2.10)
then replace the system vector’s Cartesian components with sums of the respective
components of the individual atomic vectors and apply the correlation theorem and
the linearity property of the Fourier Transform to arrive at:
∑
α
∑
i
∑
j
〈µi,α (0)µj,α (t)〉 = a (t)⇔ a (ν) =
∑
α
∑
i
∑
j
µ∗i,α (ν)µj,α (ν) (2.11)
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The preceding derivation shows that the off-diagonal cross-correlation functions
play a large role in the observed power spectrum for a vector field. Furthermore, since
in general 〈µi,α (0)µj,α (t)〉 6= −〈µj,α (0)µi,α (t)〉, non-random noise present in the sys-
tem may not be canceled when the vector sum is performed prior to autocorrelation.
This may require excessive averaging or the use of high-precision data representation
in an already expensive computation. Thus, there is a distinct advantage to perform-
ing frequency-domain manipulations prior to summation when working with vector
sums.
We implement a digital filter as a time-domain convolution of the sequence µi,α (t)
with a filter “impulse response” function h (t), denoting the filter output with a prime
(′). Applying the convolution theorem gives the following Fourier transform pair,
µi,α (t)~ h (t) = µ′i,α (t)⇔ µ′i,α (ν) = µi,α (ν)h (ν) (2.12)
We substitute the preceding result into Equation 2.11 to arrive at
a′ (ν) =
∑
α
∑
i
∑
j
[µi,α (ν)h (ν)]
∗ [µj,α (ν)h (ν)] (2.13)
We then perform a simple algebraic rearrangement to arrive at the power spectrum
of the system in terms of the sum of the filtered vectors µs
′ (t):
|µs (ν)|2 = |h (ν)|−2 |µs′ (ν)|2 (2.14)
Filter Selection for Spectroscopic Observables
In theory, Equation 2.14 indicates that we can extract the power spectrum at all
frequencies, provided that h(ν) 6= 0, but in reality the finite precision of digital
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computation systems may corrupt some of the filtered information. Additionally, if
the impulse response function requires a large number of time-domain samples to
describe the desired frequency-space multiplication, the same summation errors that
we are trying to avoid will creep back into the calculation. To make matters worse,
truncation errors induced by digital filters are correlated to the signal amplitude,
[9] which can contaminate correlation signals when performing higher-order spectral
analysis. We must therefore choose h (t) carefully to avoid data corruption in the
frequency band of interest.
We begin by considering a direct implementation of the convolution specified by
Equation 2.8. The derivative of the dipole is approximated by the finite-difference
method, which can be expressed as the input data convolved with the function h(t) =
{0.5, -0.5} ⇔ h(ν) = i sin(piν) in normalized frequency representation. [10] We must
therefore multiply |M ′(ν)|2 by ν/ sin(2pi∆tν), where ∆t is the sampling period, in
order to correct for the high-frequency roll-off inherent in the approximation. The
function csch(2pi2t/βh) can be implemented to machine precision with 128 samples
when ∆t = 0.004 ps and the simulation temperature is 298 K, but Figure 2.2 demon-
strates that the finite-difference approximation to the derivative can also be used
as a reasonable approximation for csch(pit), achieving 10% agreement with the de-
sired frequency-space result for typical molecular dynamics simulations. We therefore
implement the following expression,
n(ν)α(ν) =
16pi4
3cV h
× ν tanh(
βh
2
ν)
sin2(2pi∆tν)
×
∑
α
|FT [〈M ′α(0)M ′α(t)〉]| (2.15)
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when computing simulated IR absorption lineshapes. This reduces the computational
burden of the filtering operation by a factor of 64 while simultaneously reducing the
amount of truncation errors, particularly since h(t) = {0.5, -0.5} can be stored with
infinite precision using IEEE floating-point representation. [11] The decay time of
the time-correlation function is reduced by several orders of magnitude, as Figure 2.3
attests, allowing much smaller data sets to be used.
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Figure 2.1: Classical dipole autocorrelation function and power spectrum of a 200 ps
64-water (SPC/F) simulation, prior to normalization. Significant correlations persist
for at least 20 ps in both directions relative to the origin, and a slight asymmetry due
to incomplete convergence is visible. The low-frequency leakage into the baseline of
the power spectrum is eight orders of magnitude greater than the maximum intensity
of the desired signal, even after windowing the autocorrelation function.
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Figure 2.2: Fourier transform pair for tanh(piν) (upper pane), presented with the
Fourier transform of the finite-difference operator and the correction factor needed
to use the time-domain finite-difference operator as an approximation to csch(piν).
Normalized coordinates are used, which places the Nyquist frequency at x = 0.5.
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Figure 2.3: Dipole autocorrelation function of a data set filtered at the atomic level
using the finite-difference operator as the impulse response function. The Fourier
transform of this data set differs from the result using the filters derived from Equation
2.8 by less that 10%.
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Chapter 3
Aggregation Behavior of Aqueous n-Propanol
3.1 Introduction
Aqueous solutions of aliphatic alcohols find many uses, from cleaning products and
chromatography solvents to beverages and food additives. While much is known
about the macroscopic chemical behavior of these solutions, the solvation structure is
poorly understood for many aqueous alcohols. Multiple studies indicate that alcohol
molecules aggregate in aqueous solution, but studies of the n-propanol aggregation
indicated by Raman spectra [12], small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [13,14], small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) [15], and thermodynamic data [14, 16, 17] do not
provide an atomistically detailed description of the microscopically heterogeneous
solutions.
The existence of hydrogen-bonded chains of solute molecules has been suggested by
experiments on many aliphatic alcohols. [16, 18] Significant hydrophobic interactions
for alcohols possessing large hydrocarbon functionalities were also indicated. [12, 13,
18
18] While many studies confirm that some sort of clustering does occur in n-propanol,
prior to the publication of this study only the hydration structures of single molecules
and dilute solutions of n-propanol had been reported. [19] Table 3.1 presents the
nomenclature used throughout this chapter to describe the aggregation mechanisms
of aqueous n-propanol derived from MD simulation.
Atom Symbol Definitions
Symbol Definition
CA α-carbon of n-propanol
CM methyl carbon of n-propanol
OH hydroxyl oxygen of n-propanol
HO hydroxyl hydrogen of n-propanol
OW oxygen of water
Prefix Definitions
Prefix n-propanol H2O
c member of chain member of bulk (Ncluster ≥ 10)
u non-chain non-bulk
Table 3.1: Nomenclature. Atom definitions and cluster state prefixes used in this
paper.
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3.2 Background & Methodology
Raman Spectroscopy
Suggestive evidence of aggregation is present in a low-frequency Raman spectroscopy
study of alcohol/water solutions, which is presented here as Figure 3.1. [12] The
intensities of the absorption bands attributed to intermolecular O–H· · ·O stretching
between hydrogen-bonded alcohols were observed to vary in a piecewise-linear fashion
with alcohol mole fraction. Additionally, the intensity of the O–H· · ·O stretching band
for water-water hydrogen bonds varies linearly with the water mole fraction. This
linear relationship permits the Raman spectra for aqueous solutions of methanol,
ethanol, n-propanol, 2-propanol, and t-butanol to be represented as simple linear
combinations of the pure components’ spectra between 0–300 cm−1 according to the
formula:
R(ν, χ) = aR(ν, 0) + bR(ν, 1) (3.1)
where R(ν, χ) is the Raman signal at ν wavenumbers, χ is the mole fraction of alcohol,
and a and b are empirical coefficients. Since both bands of interest are intermolecular
stretching modes, their linear variance with concentration indicates that the hydrogen
bond structure of both components is largely unaffected in solution. This implies that
despite the fact that n-propanol and water are infinitely miscible, the solution is far
from homogeneous and suggests that both n-propanol and water form aggregates that
mimic, at least spectroscopically, the structure of the respective pure components.
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For n-propanol, the intermolecular O–H· · ·O stretching band of interest is located
at 69 cm−1. The coefficients a and b, while regionally linear, exhibit inflection points
at 20% and 50% mole-fraction of n-propanol in agreement with the respective min-
imum and maximum of the heat of mixing for n-propanol. These inflection points
coincide with a suspected transition from n-propanol clusters in water solvent at χp <
10%, to separate clusters of n-propanol and water at 20% ≤ χp ≤ 60%, and finally to
water clusters in the n-propanol solvent at χp > 60%. [12] These are only qualitative
observations, however, without a molecularly detailed explanation. Nonetheless, for-
mation of different solvation structures with concentration is strongly suggested by
these observations and MD is an ideal method to identify the structures involved.
Aggregate Structure - Experimental Evidence
Much of the existing work on aqueous solutions of low molecular weight aliphatic
alcohols indicates that the hydroxyl groups from the alcohol molecules form hydrogen-
bonded chains, with the alkyl tails extending into the solvent. In this structure, each
hydroxyl oxygen donates and accepts one hydrogen from another hydroxyl group, for
a total of two hydrogen bonds per molecule of alcohol. [16] X-ray diffraction and mass
spectrometry studies [18] indicate that for methanol these chains take two forms, cis-
and trans-, based upon the orientation of the alkyl groups. The number of molecules
comprising these chains is directly proportional to the concentration of methanol,
and the O–O spacing along the chains decreases ∼4% as the mole fraction varies
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from χm = 0% to χm = 100%. Ethanol, 2-propanol, and t-butanol also exhibit
similar behavior.
Several differences in the aggregation behavior of n-propanol compared to other
alcohols have been noted. One significant difference is the temperature dependence
of the Debye correlation length, an indication of the correlation distance of density
fluctuations in a solution. [20] While the correlation length of t-butanol exhibits a
temperature dependence, the correlation length of n-propanol is independent of tem-
perature. The temperature dependence for t-butanol is attributed to the “melting”
of an ice-like cage structure surrounding the t-butyl group with increasing tempera-
ture, therefore the lack of temperature dependence for n-propanol suggests that no
similar hydration structure exists around the n-propyl groups. [13, 21] Additionally,
no clathrate-hydrate crystal structure of n-propanol has been observed, despite the
existence of these structures for 2-propanol and t-butanol. This indicates a significant
difference in the hydration structure of n-propanol when compared to these similar
molecules, and suggests that the alkyl tails of n-propanol disrupt the water structure
enough to prevent the formation of a hydrogen-bonded water network surrounding
the hydrophobic functionalities. It also suggests that these functional groups may be
excluded from the water structure by solute aggregation.
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Analysis Methods
Animations of the system were produced from the MD simulations and rendered in
order to obtain a qualitative visual idea of the aggregation phenomena. Snapshots of
individual configurations were taken highlighting different molecular solvation phe-
nomena including, for example, sorting species by their hydrogen bonding environ-
ment. As an example, Figures 3.2(a-c) present a snapshot of a typical n-propanol-
water MD simulation with all species 3.2(b) and the water 3.2(a) and n-propanol
3.2(c) removed.
Since hydrogen bonding is the primary method of aggregation indicated by spec-
troscopic data, a search for hydrogen bonds was performed on each atomic configura-
tion using criteria from the literature. [1] From the identification of hydrogen bonded
pairs, coordination numbers were calculated and individual aggregates of molecules
were identified. Detailed histograms of chain and cluster sizes were calculated for
the various species and subspecies to be described below. In order to determine the
type and extent of structure disruptions present in the system, nearest-neighbor his-
tograms were also calculated for OW–OW, CA–CA, CM–CM, CA–OW, CM–OW,
OH–OH, and OH–OW. Kirkwood-Buff integrals were computed from the radial dis-
tribution functions using a trapezoid-rule based integration routine. Gpp, Gpw, Gww,
GCA−CA, GCA−OW , GOW−OW , GOH−OH , and GOH−OW were calculated and compared
to experiment.
Molecular radial distribution functions were generated for solute-solute (gpp (r)),
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solute-solvent (gpw (r)), and solvent-solvent (gww (r)) using the center of mass of the
molecules as their location. These results were compared to gij (r) data calculated
using the α-carbon coordinates of n-propanol (CA) and the oxygen coordinates of
water (OW) as the molecular coordinates due to the proximity of these atoms to the
center of mass. Additionally, Functional radial distribution functions were calculated,
including gOH−OH (r), gOH−HO (r), and gOH−OW (r).
As described in Section 2.2, both solute and solvent can be sorted into groups
according to their hydrogen bonding state, resulting in the creation of four species:
chain n-propanol, free n-propanol, bulk water, and non-bulk water. Chain n-propanol
molecules are defined as n-propanol molecules that are hydrogen bonded to other
n-propanol molecules. Free n-propanol molecules are not hydrogen bonded to any
other n-propanol molecules. Bulk water is defined as water clusters consisting of 10
or more members, as determined from the coordination data. All remaining water
molecules are considered to be a separate species from the bulk. Functional radial
distribution functions were calculated for these four species in order to decompose
both the molecular and functional radial distribution functions and illuminate the
various intermolecular interactions responsible for the observed aggregation.
Computational Details
The MD production runs produced trajectories by solving dynamical equations of
motion using a modified form of the velocity-Verlet algorithm that takes advantage
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of multiple time step integration. [22] Modified OPLS parameters were used. [23, 24]
All molecules were fully flexible and harmonic stretching and bending interactions
were used. The harmonic potential parameters are presented in Table 3.2. For n-
propanol, torsions were represented by a power series using the coefficients presented
in Table 3.3. Additionally, one–four intramolecular interactions were represented by
Lennard-Jones potentials presented in Table 3.4.
n-propanol
Atom Pair kf
(
K
A˚2
)
req
(
A˚2
)
C–C 311903 1.526
C–H 342088 1.09
C–O 321965 1.41
O–H 556395 0.96
water
Atom Pair kf
(
K
A˚2
)
req
(
A˚2
)
O–H 556395 0.9572
H–H 556395 1.5136
Table 3.2: Harmonic oscillator potential parameters used for the molecular dynamics
simulations.
(
VHO(r) =
1
2
kf (r − req)2
)
Intermolecular interactions were modeled by Lennard-Jones 6–12 potentials and
point-charge electrostatic interactions. The Lennard-Jones parameters used to model
the intermolecular potentials were identical to the parameters used to model in-
tramolecular one–four interactions. The electrostatic potential surfaces were rep-
resented by partial-charges located on specified atoms of each molecule. Long-range
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Atom sequence p0 p1 p2 p3
X1—C—O—X2 41.9225 −125.767 0.00 167.69
X1—C—C—X2 39.1277 −117.383 0.00 156.511
Table 3.3: Torsion potential parameters for n-propanol used for the molecular dy-
namics simulations, in Kelvin (K).
(
Vtorsion(φ) =
1
2
∑
k
pk cos
k(φ)
)
electrostatic interactions were calculated using Ewald sums. [25] For n-propanol, the
hydroxyl oxygen was assigned a charge of −0.728 e, the hydroxyl hydrogen was as-
signed a charge of +0.431 e, and the α-carbon was assigned a charge of +0.297 e. The
remaining atoms bore no charges. This charge distribution produced a dipole moment
of 2.36 D. While substantially larger than the gas phase dipole moment (1.68 D), this
value mimics the increase in the dipole moment observed for polar molecules in the
condensed phase, and is proportionally similar to the increase in dipole moment for
liquid phase water. [26] For water, the oxygen atom was assigned a charge of −0.82
e and the hydrogens were assigned charges of +0.41 e.
Simulations of 16% mole fraction n-propanol in water were performed using a
2,523 atom system. This system consisted of 91 n-propanol molecules and 477 SPCE
water molecules, with cubic periodic boundary conditions. A Linux Beowulf cluster
composed of 1.8 GHz AMD Athlon nodes performed the computations, using the MPI
version of a code developed at the Center for Molecular Modeling at the University of
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Atom σ
(
A˚
)
 (K)
C 3.39967 55.0359
Haliphatic 2.47135 7.8982
Opropanol 3.06647 105.846
Owater 3.15075 76.4666
Table 3.4: Lennard-Jones potential parameters used to model intermolecular and
one–four intramolecular interactions.
(
VLJ(r) = 4
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6])
Pennsylvania, which uses time-reversible integration and extended system techniques.
[22, 27] The processing load was distributed over two nodes, which resulted in a
processing rate of 0.90 s per timestep with a 1.0 fs timestep.
The simulation was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, an initial set
of atomic coordinates which evenly distributed the n-propanol and water molecules
on a simple cubic lattice was assigned random velocities sampled from a Gaussian
distribution and the velocities were scaled so that the initial temperature was 293
K. The system was allowed to equilibrate in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble
using extended Lagrangian techniques. [22] Multiple time scale integration was used,
with the long-range intermolecular forces calculated every 1.0 fs, forces due to torsions
calculated every 0.5 fs and other intramolecular forces calculated every 0.125 fs.
Quantities of interest, such as the volume, temperature, pressure, and total (extended
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system) and component energies, were monitored every 0.01 ps. The external pressure
was set to 1.0 atm and the barostat frequency was chosen as 1.0 ps−1. [22, 28]
The second phase began once a stable volume had been achieved through a 100
ps simulation. Volume data was collected for 2.0 ns. From this the average volume
was calculated, and the periodic boundaries were adjusted from their instantaneous
values to the calculated values. This converted the system to an NVT ensemble with
an overall density of 0.91 g/cm3, which is in reasonable agreement with the accepted
value of 0.9311 g/cm3. [26]
Each atom in the system was then assigned a new random velocity sampled from a
Gaussian distribution. The velocities were initially scaled to give a temperature of 4.0
K, and the system was allowed to equilibrate for 1.0 ps at this temperature in order
to resolve any bad contacts resulting from the sudden change of the periodic bound-
ary length without disrupting the aggregate structure. This second equilibration was
necessary since the atomic coordinates were not scaled to fit the new periodic bound-
aries. A further NVT simulation of 9.0 ps at 293 K then ensured that the system
dynamics were stable.
In the final production phase atomic coordinates were collected for subsequent
analysis. First, 100 sets of 10.0 ps each were collected and used to calculate gij (r).
Using time dependent plots of gij (r) from the equilibrating system it was determined
that the radial distribution functions had converged to stable values after 200 ps,
suggesting that equilibrium had been achieved. A 2 ns simulation was then performed
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to generate atomic configurations for analysis.
For comparison, control systems of pure n-propanol and water were simulated
using identical potential parameters. For n-propanol, a 256-molecule simulation was
equilibrated in a manner identical to the mixed system. This gave an density of 0.86
g/cm3, a value within 6.4% of the accepted value of 0.8034 g/cm3. [26] For water, a
512-molecule system was prepared using the same method, resulting in a density of
0.95 g/cm3. This value is within 5.2% of the experimental density of pure water at the
simulation temperature (0.9982 g/cm3). [26] Both systems were used to generate 2 ns
of configurations in the NVT ensemble. These sets of atomic coordinates were then
analyzed using the same methods as the simulated solution to generate comparison
data.
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Figure 3.1: Raman spectrum of the intermolecular O–H· · ·O stretching band for
various concentrations of n-propanol in water. The spectra appears to be a linear
combination of the spectra of the pure components. Figure excerpted from Reference
[12].
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3.3 Results & Discussion
Model Validation
Kirkwood-Buff Integral values compared with experimental data are presented as
Table 3.5. Table 3.5 demonstrates the good agreement that is obtained when the
integrals are performed with the hydroxyl oxygen or alpha carbon of the propanol.
Using the hydroxyl oxygen, the resulting values differ by only 6% and 4%, respec-
tively, providing strong evidence that the model is reasonable. The overall agreement
of Gij values from the MD simulation with experimental results confirms that the
model system is a good representation of the aggregation phenomena observed by
experiment.
From visual inspection of the system animation it can be observed that n-propanol
formed exclusive aggregates in agreement with conclusions from the Raman and scat-
tering studies. [12–15] As shown in Figure 3.2(a), not displaying the water molecules
revealed large open spaces occupied by bulk water, and not displaying the n-propanol
molecules in Figure 3.2(c) revealed that the aggregates were largely anhydrous. Fig-
ures 3.2(d-f) show a snapshot of subsets of n-propanol molecules grouped according
to chain membership as defined above. It is apparent that the chains themselves
self-aggregate in addition to hydrophobic association with the free n-propanol.
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Hydrogen-Bond Coordination Results
Despite the evidence of component structure preservation in the Raman spectra, the
coordination data presented in Table 3.6 indicates that the hydrogen-bonding struc-
tures of both n-propanol and water are significantly affected upon mixing. While only
slightly more than 1% of the alcohol molecules do not form hydrogen bonds with other
alcohol molecules in the neat simulations, more than half of the alcohol molecules are
“free” in the mixture. Furthermore, the occurrence of triple-coordinated molecules
in the neat simulation is nearly seven times the occurrence of triple-coordination in
the presence of water. The structure of pure water is similarly disrupted in the pres-
ence of n-propanol. Almost five times the number of “free” water molecules were
found in the solution simulation when compared to the control system, and an overall
reduction in hydrogen bonding was observed compared to the pure water simulation.
The hydrogen-bonding data reveals much about the types of aggregation phenom-
ena present. On average, approximately 46 n-propanol molecules out of 91 (51%)
do not form hydrogen bonds with other n-propanol, approximately 32 molecules
are singly-coordinated with other n-propanol, and approximately 12 n-propanol are
doubly-coordinated. On average, one triple-coordinated n-propanol molecule was
observed in half of the configurations, resulting in a branched chain. Since the singly-
coordinated n-propanol molecules terminate the chains, ignoring the branched chains
indicates that an average configuration contains 16 chains. If it is assumed that no
chains larger than three members in size exist, the coordination data implies that at
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least four chains (25%) are dimers. If we assume that only one chain with more than
two members exists, then a maximum of 94% of the chains can be dimers. The coor-
dination histogram of n-propanol in Figure 3.3, confirms that in fact more than half
of the chain aggregates are dimers, and that chains of up to four n-propanol appear in
every atomic configuration sampled. Chains of up to sixteen members were observed,
albeit infrequently. Snapshots of several chains taken from various sets of atomic
coordinates are included as Figure 3.4. In these chains, the alkyl tails of n-propanol
turn away from the chain backbone of O–H· · ·O hydrogen bonds, presumably due
to steric effects. In this manner, the larger chains create a structure similar to a
highly-branched hydrocarbon molecule, which results in a large hydrophobic surface
area for the chain. This structure also shields the hydrogen bonds from interaction
with the bulk solvent, which may be responsible for the linear independence of the
O–H· · ·O stretching bands for n-propanol and water. [12]
The coordination data presented in Table 3.6 also suggests that the aggregate
structure is micellar in nature. Despite the existence of large single-component re-
gions in the liquid, substantial hydrogen bonding between n-propanol and water was
observed. Since only ∼17% of the n-propanol molecules were not hydrogen bonded to
water while slightly less than half of all n-propanol molecules were members of chains,
it can be deduced that water forms hydrogen bonds to the O–H· · ·O backbone of the
chains. If we assert that alcohols participate in a maximum of two hydrogen bonds,
then one can imply that these hydrogen bonds occur only at the terminal hydroxyl
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groups of the chains. [16] This long-held theory is contradicted, however, by the ob-
servance of a substantial percentage of n-propanol molecules possessing 3 hydrogen
bonds to water. Due to the water-exclusion observed in the system visualizations,
it can be assumed for this system that the chain-water interactions occur primarily
at the ends of the chains. Further evidence of this hypothesis will be presented in
Section 3.3.
The aggregate structure disrupts the structure of bulk water at the interface to
some degree, as determined from data presented in Table 3.6. Here we find that, on
average, 1.03% of water molecules are coordinated with five other waters, 1.90% of
water molecules are free of any hydrogen bonds to other water molecules and most
water molecules are forming two–four hydrogen bonds, consistent with the disrupted
tetrahedral network description of neat liquid water. An interesting occurrence is
the existence of a significant number of water molecules (3.58%) hydrogen bonded
to two n-propanol molecules, suggesting the existence of composite chains. Given
the number of n-propanol molecules doubly-coordinated with water, at least one
n-propanol–water chain exists. There are possibly up to 15 (n-propanol)2(H2O )
trimers in an average configuration, with the remaining doubly coordinated waters
forming bridges between an n-propanol chain and a free n-propanol or chain. This is a
possible mechanism to explain the proposed shift to water clusters in bulk n-propanol
for concentrations above χp = 0.6. The occasional observance of coordination with
three or more n-propanol molecules corroborates this idea.
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Molecule Pair Gij
i j MD SANS SAXS
n-propanol n-propanol 1109 1270
OH OH 1044
CA CA 1395
n-propanol H2O -1129 -1210
OH OW -1176
CA OW -1342
H2O H2O 818 960
OW OW 1032
Table 3.5: Gij values calculated from the gij (r) data presented in Figures 3.5 and
3.7 compared to results from small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) [15] and small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [13] experiments. Note that experimental agreement
deteriorates when the site of of hydrogen bonding, i.e. the oxygen atom, is not used
as the location of the molecule.
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots of two representative configurations from the molecular dynam-
ics simulation. Water and n-propanol do not intermingle appreciably, in accordance
with experimental evidence. Additionally, hydrogen bonded chains of n-propanol
molecules aggregate with other chains and with free n-propanol through a hydropho-
bic association of their alkyl groups.
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Molecule Pair Coordination Number
central coordinated 0 1 2 3 4 5
n-propanol n-propanol 51.26 % 35.06 % 13.14 % 0.55 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
n-propanol water 16.67 % 34.60 % 35.75 % 12.79 % 0.19 % 0.00 %
water n-propanol 76.83 % 19.12 % 3.58 % 0.45 % 0.02 % 0.00 %
water water 1.90 % 11.75 % 30.06 % 36.17 % 19.09 % 1.03 %
pure n-propanol 1.07 % 13.50 % 81.76 % 3.66 % 0.001 % 0.00 %
pure water 0.41 % 5.65 % 23.58 % 40.39 % 28.17 % 1.78 %
Table 3.6: Percentage of the central molecule having the specified number of hydro-
gen bonds with the coordinating molecule. For example, 12.79% of the n-propanol
molecules are hydrogen bonded to three water molecules, while 0.45% of the water
molecules are hydrogen bonded to three n-propanol molecules. Included for compar-
ison in the bottom two rows are the self-coordination data for simulated systems of
n-propanol and water, respectively. Insignificant occurrences of coordination numbers
greater than 5 are not included in this table.
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of the average number of n-propanol chains or water clusters
of a given size (number of molecules) observed in an average configuration.
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Figure 3.4: Snapshots of hydrogen-bonded chains of n-propanol representing the var-
ious chain sizes present. A “branch head” is an n-propanol molecule that accepts two
hydrogen bonds from n-propanol and donates one to a third n-propanol, resulting in
a “fork” in the chain. Note that the alkyl tails form a large hydrophobic volume that
shields the chain backbone from exposure to the solvent.
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Figure 3.3 presents a histogram of the sizes of small water aggregates observed.
In addition to the one large cluster of bulk water observed in every configuration
(not shown), small clusters of up to 23 water molecules were observed. The majority
of these small clusters are dimers, and Figure 3.12 demonstrates that they occur
primarily at the interface between n-propanol aggregates and bulk water. This figure
also indicates that, surprisingly, the free waters exist primarily in the regions occupied
by the bulk solvent. Small clusters of ten or more water appear so infrequently that
they were considered bulk water for the cluster-state dependent g (r) data discussed
in Section 3.3.
Molecular Distributions
The molecular and functional g (r) plots in Figures 3.5 and 3.7 provide further char-
acterization of the types and extent of aggregation phenomena. In the n-propanol–n-
propanol case, gpp (r) from Figure 3.5 is nearly identical to gpp (r) for neat n-propanol.
This is strong evidence that the structure of neat n-propanol is preserved in aque-
ous solution. The first peak of gpp (r) for the aqueous solution, when integrated
using Equation 2.2, indicates that the average n-propanol cluster is comprised of ∼10
members, much larger than any commonly-observed chain in the simulation. This
discrepancy can be attributed to hydrophobic association.
Despite the proximity of CA to the center of mass, gCA−CA (r) differs significantly
from gpp (r) revealing that the first peak in gpp (r) actually is the average of at least
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two types of first-neighbor interactions for the aqueous solution. The sharp first peak
at 4.5 A˚ can be thought of as a chain signature, and the broad shoulder from 5–6.5
A˚ can be attributed to the hydrophobic association of alkyl tails from neighboring
n-propanol molecules. This structural feature of gCA−CA (r) also exists in the data for
the pure n-propanol system, although the magnitudes of the individual features are
modulated. The similar intensities of the first peak results from the higher extent of
hydrogen bonding in the neat system. The elevated hydrophobic shoulder on the plot
for the solution indicates that the alkyl tail are localized, resulting in the increased
ratio of their density at this radius compared to the overall density of n-propanol in
the solution. The similarities in the lineshapes of the two systems suggests that the
aggregates resemble regions of pure n-propanol surrounded by pure water.
Figure 3.7 provides evidence of both chain formation and hydrophobic aggregation
of multiple chains. The location of the first neighbor peak of gOH−OH (r) slightly off-
center between the first and second peaks of gOH−HO (r) is an unmistakable signature
of the O–H· · ·O atom sequence of the chains, as is the similarity in the peak spacing
between gOH−OH (r) and gOH−OW (r). The existence of slight third and fourth neigh-
bor peaks confirm the persistence of chains having at least five members. Identical
short-range features exist in the control system data, but the absolute magnitudes
of the data for the solution are slightly elevated above the controls due to aggrega-
tion. One important difference in the two systems is the broad rise from 6–14 A˚ in
gOH−OH (r) for the solution. This feature results from the hydrophobic association of
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neighboring chains through their alkyl tails. This attribution will be discussed further
in Section 3.3.
The size and spacing of the aggregates can be discerned by comparing gpw (r)
with gpp (r). The large trough from 4.5–7.65 A˚ results from water exclusion inside
the n-propanol aggregates, and also indicates that the aggregates exhibit an average
radius of 7.65 A˚. Its coincidence with the first peak of gpp (r) shows that the first peak
in gpp (r) is indeed representative of aggregation, and that the clusters are spaced an
average of 9.6 A˚ apart.
Further evidence of two types of interactions between n-propanol can be observed
by comparing gpw (r) with gCA−OW (r). The first-neighbor peak of gpw (r) exhibits
bimodality, with a slight peak at 3.5 A˚ growing from the side of a larger peak at 4.2
A˚. The first peak coincides with the first-neighbor peak of gCA−OW (r), indicating
that two mechanisms of interaction with water exist for n-propanol. Furthermore, the
mechanism that results in a closer association to the center of mass does not occur very
often, suggesting that one of the species defined by this interaction is shielded from
bulk water. Furthermore, while gCA−OW (r) shows evidence of exposure to bulk water
in its regularly-spaced humps and troughs, the center-of-mass based gpw (r) lacks this
pattern. This is compelling evidence for the existence of a micelle structure.
The data presented in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 justify the division of n-propanol into
two species based upon hydrogen-bonding state. Figure 3.9 shows the first-neighbor
distance distributions for the hydrophobic section of the n-propanol molecule, and
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their unimodality reveals that their mechanism of association is independent of chain
state. Furthermore, the broadness of the CA–CA and CM–CM peaks corresponds
to the amorphous nature of these nonpolar interactions. The coincidence of the
maximum of CA–OW and CM–OW at 3.5 A˚ indicates that their interaction with the
bulk is parallel to the interface, suggesting a cylindrical micelle structure centered
around the chain backbone. This is corroborated by the long tail of the CM–OW
curve, which indicates that a significant portion of the methyl groups are buried
inside the aggregates. Also worthy of mention is the lack of a shoulder from 5–6.5 A˚
on the CA–CA curve, which suggest that the α-carbons aggregate independently of
hydrogen bonding, despite their proximity to the hydroxyl group.
Since the chain structure for n-propanol places the α-carbons in such close prox-
imity, it is surprising that two peaks representing the chain and free species were not
observed in the CA–CA first-neighbor histogram. This supports the idea that hy-
drophobic aggregation is independent of hydrogen bonding, and also provides further
evidence of composite chains. The histogram of OH–OH distances from Figure 3.10
indicates that the hydroxyl groups of n-propanol molecules are separated by 2.75 A˚
in the chains, and by 4.6 A˚ for free n-propanol. The spacing of the free n-propanol
from this graph coincides with with second neighbor peak from gOH−OH (r) from Fig-
ure 3.7. When considered in light of the coordination data and the lack of a second
peak in the first neighbor distribution for CA–CA, this indicates that the contribu-
tion of composite n-propanol–water chains is significant. These composite chains are
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interpreted as comprising the outer layer of a two-species micelle, with the hydroxyl
groups from the composite chains forming hydrogen bonds with the bulk water, and
suspending the hydrophobic chain structures in the solvent through the interaction
of their propyl groups with those of the chain members.
Significant water structure disruption can be determined by the existence of up
to seven water neighbors at hydrogen-bond distance for water, as demonstrated by
coincident peaks at 2.75 A˚ in all the distributions presented in Figure 3.11. The first
neighbor distribution also indicates that water can be divided into two species based
upon cluster size. While most free water exists either in the bulk solvent or at the
solvent-aggregate interface, as observed in Figure 3.12, the hump in the first neighbor
distribution for OW–OW indicates that occasionally a water molecule is pulled away
from the interface by an n-propanol molecule. Cluster-state dependent gOH−OW (r)
data confirms that interfacial extraction does occur for both single water molecules
as well as small clusters, which will be discussed further in Section 3.3.
Cluster-State Dependent Radial Distribution Functions
From the analysis of data presented and discussed above, it was determined that n-
propanol formed a chain-centered micelle structure with a layer of disrupted water at
the interface. Radial distribution functions were generated which treated chain and
free n-propanol as separate species, and used the small water clusters as an approxi-
mate way to divide water into bulk solvent and disrupted water in order to probe the
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water structure disruption at the n-propanol aggregate-bulk water interface. In Figure
3.13, the first-neighbor peak intensity ratios for both guOH−cOW (r):gcOH−cOW (r) and
guCA−cOW (r):gcCA−cOW (r) are ∼3:1. This reveals that the free n-propanol molecules
are three times more likely than chain n-propanol to be hydrogen bonded to bulk
water. This strengthens the idea that free n-propanol molecules form a surrounding
layer that shields the chains from exposure to bulk water.
The broadening of the second peak in guOH−cOW (r) may indicate that water struc-
ture disruption does occur at the aggregate interface, but that this disruption does
not usually result in the complete extraction of a small solvent cluster. Despite the
tendency of the n-propanol chains to be surrounded by free n-propanol, the signature
of the water structure in gcOH−cOW (r) indicates that they are exposed to the bulk
solvent to a significant degree, and that their exposure does not result in the same
type of structure disruption that is observed for the free n-propanol. This also agrees
with the idea of an oblong spherical micelle structure, since it indicates that the chain
ends are not always shielded from the bulk.
Figure 3.14 provides evidence that the extraction of small water clusters occurs
primarily at the ends of the chains. The existence of a second neighbor peak in
gcOH−uOW (r) that is hardly discernible in guOH−uOW (r) indicates that the free n-
propanol are less likely to pull a small cluster into the aggregate region. Free n-
propanol are more likely to disrupt the water structure, however, as indicated by the
lack of broadening of the second neighbor peak in gcOH−cOW (r).
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The tendency of the free n-propanol to turn their alkyl groups away from the bulk
solvent and towards other alkyl groups is described by Figure 3.15. The ∼3:2 ratio of
intensities for the slight first-neighbor peaks of guCM−cOW (r):gcCM−cOW (r) supports
the idea of a micelle structure since it indicates that free n-propanol molecules are ex-
posed to a higher number of water molecules. Both gcCM−cOW (r) and guCM−cOW (r)
show a marked deficit in the density of water in close coordination with the hy-
drophobic portion of n-propanol. They also lack the 2.75 A˚ peak spacing signature
associated with exposure to the solvent. The lack of a sharp first-neighbor peak
for both gcCM−cOW (r) and guCM−cOW (r) indicates that the small amount of close
association of the methyl group and water occurs without a well-defined structure.
Both functions also exhibit a region of depressed intensity extending to 7.5 A˚ which
coincides with the water-exclusion trough observed in gpw (r).
The independence of the hydrophobic association in cluster formation can also be
seen in Figure 3.15. An overall similarity in the structure of CM–CM interactions,
as indicated by coincident peaks at 4 A˚, 5.25 A˚, and 8–9 A˚, as well as a similar
minimum at 7 A˚, indicates that the alkyl tail interaction results in the same type of
hydrophobic association regardless of chain state. The overall elevation of intensity
of gcCM−cCM (r) can be attributed to the large hydrophobic surface area presented
by the chains, which results in a greater tendency to aggregate, but its similarity in
structure to gcCM−uCM (r) and guCM−uCM (r) asserts that the hydrophobic interaction
mechanism is unaffected by hydrogen bonding at the hydroxyl group.
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The chain-chain hydrophobic aggregation interpreted from gOH−OH (r) is con-
firmed by gcOH−cOH (r) from Figure 3.16. Distinct neighbor peaks can be observed out
to the fourth neighbor, indicating five-member chains. The third and fourth neighbor
peaks lie on top of a broad region of increased intensity from 6–13.5 A˚ which coin-
cides with the second peak in gpp (r). This chain–chain aggregation results from the
hydrophobic association of the alkyl tails, which are turned out and away from the
hydrogen-bond backbone. In this manner, the chains aggregate with themselves as if
each chain were a highly branched hydrocarbon, since the hydrophilic groups are only
exposed to the bulk solvent at the ends of the chains, and are possibly further shielded
from bulk water by micellar n-propanol molecules and water–n-propanol composite
chains attached to the chain terminus.
Further evidence of the existence of the composite chains can be found in Figure
3.16. The regular peak structure of gOH−OH (r) appears in all three g (r) plots. Since
the chain structure is defined by hydrogen bonding, gcOH−cOH (r) exhibits a very
strong peak at 2.75 A˚, and the lack of intensity for gcOH−uOH (r) and guOH−uOH (r)
in the region between 2.5–3.25 A˚ indicates that unless n-propanol molecules are hy-
drogen bonded together, their hydroxyl groups do not associate closely. Free n-
propanol instead tends to associate with both free and chain n-propanol at a spacing
of 5 A˚, which coincides with the second neighbor peaks of gOH−OH (r), gOH−OW (r),
gOW−OW (r), and gcOH−cOH (r). This indicates that both species participate in com-
posite chains, where n-propanol molecules are displaced from the chain backbone
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and substituted by a water molecule. The existence of first and second neighbor
peaks at 5 A˚ and 7 A˚, respectively, in guOH−uOH (r) indicate that both (n-propanol)–
(H2O )–(n-propanol) and (n-propanol)–(H2O )2–(n-propanol) structures form, with
the single-water structure preferred. Similar structures also join chains and composite
chains, as determined by the similar peak structures of gcOH−uOH (r). Furthermore,
these chain–composite chain structures participate in chain-chain hydrophobic aggre-
gation, as the general rise in gcOH−uOH (r) from 6.5–14.75 A˚ demonstrates.
Up to this point, little has been said about the micelle structure other than the
observation that the methyl groups tend to bury themselves in an oblong spherical
aggregate structure. The micelles appear to be largely amorphous, with no well-
defined structures observed other than the pure and composite chains. Specifically,
guCM−cCM (r) from Figure 3.15 exhibits the same first neighbor peak location as both
gcCM−cCM (r) and guCM−uCM (r), which rules out the existence of micelle structures
where the free n-propanol molecules insert into the spaces between the alternating
pendant alkyl groups of the chains. The chains and composite chains tend to be
excluded from the water structure much like a hydrocarbon, and are suspended in the
solution by the micellar n-propanol molecules. These micellar n-propanol molecules
form an interface between the aggregates and the solvent by donating hydrogen bonds
to the water structure, and turning their alkyl groups towards the aliphatic shell
surrounding the chain backbones.
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3.4 Conclusions & Future Direction
The analysis of the molecular dynamics indicates that at 16% mole fraction, n-
propanol forms an amorphous micelle centered around a hydrogen-bonded chain struc-
ture resembling the pure n-propanol structure. These structures consist of both pure
n-propanol chains, as well as chains that include water molecules in the hydrogen-
bond backbone. These chains turn their pendant alkyl groups out and away from the
backbone, and the resulting structure resembles a highly-branched aliphatic hydrocar-
bon with hydrophilic sites at the ends of the chains. The non-polar aliphatic regions
of the clusters then aggregate together in a manner similar to branched-chain hydro-
carbons in water, and are suspended in the polar solvent by n-propanol molecules
which turn their alkyl tails inward towards the chains and form hydrogen bonds with
the solvent, disrupting the water structure out to the second hydration sphere, as
determined by peak broadening in gOH−OW (r). This structure is best described as
small “droplets” of neat n-propanol emulsified by the “free” n-propanol molecules.
A simplified schematic representation of the aggregate structure is given by Figure
3.17.
The current method of sorting water into bulk solvent and interfacial water needs
refinement. Since the present method uses only the hydrogen bonding data to sort
the water molecules, a highly disrupted cluster of water needs only one hydrogen
bond to the bulk solvent to be considered a part of the bulk. A more comprehensive
method of water structure analysis should be implemented. One possibility is the use
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of order parameters such as those used by Fidler and Rodger [19], which take into
account the near tetrahedral bonding angles of water.
The ability of the chain terminal hydroxyl groups to extract small clusters of water
from the bulk solvent is significant in that it provides a mechanism for the transition
from separate clusters of n-propanol and water at χp ≤ 60% to water clusters in n-
propanol solvent at χp > 60%. It is suspected that as the concentration of n-propanol
is increased, both the number and size of the small water clusters will increase, and
these clusters will be cut off from the each other by surrounding n-propanol at the
highest concentrations. Additionally, as the mole fraction is reduced to χp < 10%,
the transition to n-propanol clusters in bulk solvent should also be observed by a
reduction in the size and number of small water clusters formed. Additionally, the
structure disruption observed in this study should result in an increase in the amount
of free O–H stretching signal present in the IR spectrum for water, and should produce
peak components that are similar to the IR spectrum of either gas phase or interfacial
water.
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Figure 3.5: Plots of gij (r) vs. distance, r, for n-propanol–n-propanol (gpp (r)), n-
propanol–water (gpw (r)), and water–water (gww (r)). Lines labeled with the sub-
scripts “P” and “W” used the center of mass of the respective molecules as the
location of the molecule. All other lines used the subscripted atom as the location
of the molecule. Concentrations are given as mole fraction of n-propanol. Note that
for 16% n-propanol, gpp (r) is nearly identical to gpp (r) for 100% n-propanol, which
is presented as Figure 3.6. 51
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Figure 3.6: Control system gij (r), for comparison to Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of gOH−OH (r) with gOH−OW (r) and gOH−HO (r). The al-
ternating peaks of gOH−OH (r) and gOH−HO (r) for the 16% n-propanol solution are
indicative of hydrogen bonded chains. This alternating structure is clearly observ-
able in the neat n-propanol data. Also note the similarity of the peak structures of
gOH−OH (r) and gOH−OW (r) for the 16% n-propanol solution. A comparison plot of
these radial distributions for pure n-propanol is presented as Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Control system gij (r), for comparison to Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: Distributions of the radial distance to the first neighbor for CA–CA,
CM–CM, CA–OW, and CM–OW. Note the near unimodality of the distributions.
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Figure 3.10: Distributions of the radial distance to the first neighbor for OH–OH and
OH–OW. Note the bimodality of the distributions.
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Figure 3.11: Distributions of the radial distance between water oxygens for the first
seven neighbors. Note that up to seven water molecules are found in the first coordi-
nation sphere, despite the fact that no more than 5 hydrogen bonds were observed for
a single water molecule in the 16% n-propanol solution. Also note that the plateau on
the first-neighbor distribution is similar to the first-neighbor distribution for OH–OW.
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Figure 3.12: Snapshots of a representative configuration from the molecular dynamics
simulation are shown that displays the nature of solvation for a single aqueous n-
propanol cluster with the surrounding n-propanol molecules hidden for visualization.
The solvating water is characterized as free (not hydrogen bonded to other water
molecules), clustered, and bulk-like. Note that the clustered and free water molecules
form a curved interface between the bulk water region and the region occupied by
the n-propanol aggregates.
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Figure 3.13: Cluster-state dependent g (r) plots showing the interactions of the hy-
drophilic end of n-propanol with bulk water. Note that guOH−cOW (r) is quite similar
in structure to gOW−OW (r) for neat water from Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.14: Cluster-state dependent gOH−uOW (r). Note that only gcOH−uOW (r) has
a significant second neighbor peak for non-bulk waters, indicating that the chain ends
are more likely to extract small clusters from the solvent-micelle interface.
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Figure 3.15: Cluster-state dependent g (r) plots showing the interactions of the hy-
drophobic end of n-propanol. The similarities in the lineshapes indicate that the alkyl
tail interactions are independent of hydrogen bonding status of n-propanol.
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Figure 3.16: Cluster-state dependent gOH−OH (r). Note that the first-neighbor peaks
for interactions involving free n-propanol coincide with the second neighbor peak for
the n-propanol chains, neglecting the remnants of chain formation observed between
0–3.5 A˚. This is strong evidence for the existence of composite chains of the form
(n-propanol)–(H2O )x–(n-propanol).
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Figure 3.17: Simplified two-dimensional diagram of the types of structures observed
in the solution. Oxygen atoms are highlighted in red. Molecular bonds are indicated
by solid black lines, and hydrogen-bonds are represented by dotted lines. The alkyl
hydrogens are not shown.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Polarization Effects for Water
4.1 Introduction
For practical purposes there exists only one kind of water, yet this single molecule
exhibits a wide range of behaviors. From acting as the solvent in nearly all known
biological processes to filling structural roles in many biologically-active proteins, the
complex behavior of water represents one of the greatest simulation challenges known.
In order for a water model to be valid in heterogeneous systems such as solutions or
interfaces, it must accurately model the structure and dynamics of both bulk liquid
water and vapor phase water, while capturing the transition behaviors at interfaces.
It must also react appropriately to the presence of both polar and non-polar solutes.
Development of potential energy surfaces for water began with the work of Bernal
and Fowler in 1933 [30], and continues to be an active area of research. [31,32] Despite
years of research and development, the goal of a universal potential surface describing
the full range of experimental observables remains an elusive goal.
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One of the more popular models in use today is the “Simple Point Charge/Flexible”
(SPC/F) model. This model represents the electrostatic potential surface around the
molecule using partial point charges fit to reproduce the pressure and potential en-
ergy of liquid water. [33, 34] The resulting partial charges are assumed to reproduce
the average liquid phase molecular dipole for water, a quantity that has not yet been
accurately measured by experiment. Unfortunately, this means that at a liquid-vapor
interface the vapor molecules do not exhibit the known vapor-phase molecular dipole,
and hence this model cannot accurately represent the dynamics of water under these
conditions if polarization plays a significant role in the dynamics of water. Since the
electrostatic potential surface is also generally believed to be sensitive to its specific
environment, water molecules coordinating another species will not be adequately
described by a model which always exhibits the average polarization of a bulk sample
of neat water.
Modeling polarization is not a trivial endeavor. In addition to the bond dipole
changes brought about by intramolecular motions, the presence of external fields dis-
tort the electronic structure. An example of the types of polarization effects exhibited
by water is presented in Figure 4.1. If the external fields result from the presence of
nearby molecules, these electronic structure distortions can potentially induce similar
distortions on all of its neighbors, which in turn induce new distortions. The resulting
many-body effects can produce motions and forces that are impossible to predict using
static point charges. Since these “cooperative/anti-cooperative” effects are thought
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to be a significant contributor to molecular dynamics, and especially important for
the accurate description of water, [35] it is imperative that they be included in any
force field that will be used to model systems that are capable of producing significant
structural variation.
Many polarizable models for water exist in the literature, and some give reasonable
approximations to the energy, dynamics and structure. An excellent recent discussion
of the “state of the art” in classical water potential development was given by Finney.
[31] Of particular interest are models based upon the Thole model due to its success in
the calculation of spectroscopic observables. [8,36–40] This chapter presents research
into the addition of the Thole polarization model to the existing SPC/F model in an
attempt to create a more accurate model for studying the dynamics of solutions and
interfaces.
4.2 Theory
It is often the case that multiple simple approximations are used to represent the elec-
trostatic interactions of a molecular system. When constructing a potential surface
for performing molecular dynamics simulations, one must always weigh the need for
accuracy against the computational demands of the specific theoretical description
chosen. If it can be demonstrated that the electronic structure changes affecting the
intermolecular potential surface are small and smooth, the polarization effects can
be modeled in an average manner using “tuned” partial point charges strategically
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placed within the structure of a molecule. This method of modeling the electrostatic
potential surface assumes that a pairwise-additive description of intermolecular inter-
actions is sufficient, an assumption that may not hold true as experiment and theory
slowly converge towards a greater understanding of molecular interactions. Still, the
computational efficiency of these models make them an attractive alternative to a
more rigorous description of the electrostatic interactions.
It will be demonstrated later in this chapter that the point-charge approximation
technique exhibits significantly different structures and vibrational dynamics for wa-
ter than when polarization is treated explicitly. Exacerbating matters is the lack of
sufficiently-detailed experimental data needed to perform a precise “fit” of the em-
pirical potential surface to physical reality at intermolecular length scales. Thus, a
versatile and computationally-efficient theoretical description of polarizable electro-
statics is necessary to investigate many-body effects in simulation dynamics. Such
a theoretical description must be easily modified and/or combined with other calcu-
lations in order to develop a general-purpose simulation program. It is to this task
which we now turn.
Electrostatics
The SPC/F model represents the electrostatic potential surface surrounding a water
molecule by placing partial point charges at each of the atomic centers. These charges
are then assumed to interact with the point charges on other molecules via classical
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electrostatics. The potential at site i due to a point charge located at site j is therefore
φi =
qj
4pi0rij
. For convenience, we define our units of charge to be normalized by 1√
4pi0
,
removing the 1
4pi0
term from the potential expression. Thus, we have defined the
potential experienced by particle i in a system of N point charges as
φi =
N∑
j=1;j 6=i
qj
rij
(4.1)
where rij = |ri − rj|. This expression is the starting point for all of the energy, field
and force derivations.
Since the potential surface of a molecule can change in the presence of an external
field, we will need to include an induction mechanism that corrects the potential
surface automatically in a manner that approximates physical reality. We will use
variable dipole moments located at each atom to describe the electrostatic potential
differences induced in a single molecule by the field of its neighbors. The dipole
moment of a system of charges is defined according to the relationship,
µ =
N>1∑
i
qiri (4.2)
and this expression gives the total dipole moment for a molecule consisting of only
point charges if i is restricted to particles on a specific molecule. The quantity ri can
also be interpreted as the location of the center-of-charge of the electronic structure
surrounding an atom, and is also independent of the origin. It is important to note
that this model uses an abstraction of the formal definition of a dipole, removing the
requirement that it consist of multiple charge sites and allowing it to exist at a single
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point for theoretical purposes. The length of the separation vector is thus assumed
to be small compared to the interatomic length scale, and for convenience we treat
the resulting dipole as though it resides at the nucleus.
Interaction Tensor Expressions
Equation 4.1 defines a zero-rank electrostatic monopole interaction tensor. From this
expression, in accordance with “Principle C” from Thole, [36] a set of successively-
ranked tensors used to calculate the energy, field and force between any two point
charges or dipoles are derived by taking successive gradients of 1
rij
. This results in
the following interaction tensors, using the notation and sign conventions of Nymand
and Linse: [41]
Tij =
1
rij
(4.3)
Tαij = ∇αTij =
rij,α
r3ij
(4.4)
Tαβij = ∇α∇βTij =
3rij,αrij,β
r5ij
− δαβ
r3ij
(4.5)
Tαβγij = ∇α∇β∇γTij =
15rij,αrij,βrij,γ
r7ij
− 3(rij,αδβγ + rij,βδαγ + rij,γδαβ)
r5ij
(4.6)
where (α, β, γ) ∈{x, y, z}, rij,α is the α-component of rij and ∇α = ∂∂rij,α . T
α, Tαβ
and Tαβγ are the α-, αβ- and αβγ- components of the interaction tensors. These
tensors are symmetric, a feature that can be conveniently exploited for optimization
and memory-conservation purposes.
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Figure 4.1: Polarization effects on the water monomer potential surface caused by
the presence of a hydrogen-bonded neighbor. The positive potential region of the
acceptor molecule has been extended outward in the direction of its hydrogens, and
the negative potential due to the lone-pair electrons on the non-interacting side of the
acceptor oxygen has been greatly reduced. Additionally, the positive potential of the
donor’s free hydrogen drops significantly, and the negative potential due to the lone
pairs of the donor oxygen increases noticeably. Recent experiments indicate that these
specific polarization effects persist in bulk liquid water under ambient conditions. [29]
Electrostatic potential calculated using the GAMESS electronic structure package,
and rendered using the MacMolPlot application.
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It can be shown that for any interaction tensor of the form Tij =
f0
rij
where f0 is
an arbitrary function of rij, the following useful expressions are valid:
Tαij =
rij,α
r3ij
f1 (4.7)
Tαβij =
3rij,αrij,β
r5ij
f2 − δαβ
r3ij
f1 (4.8)
Tαβγij =
15rij,αrij,βrij,γ
r7ij
f3 − 3(rij,αδβγ + rij,βδαγ + rij,γδαβ)
r5ij
f2 (4.9)
where the tensor coefficient functions fn are given by
f1 = f0 − r ∂
∂r
f0 (4.10)
f2 = f1 − 1
3
r
∂
∂r
f1 (4.11)
f3 = f2 − 1
5
r
∂
∂r
f2 (4.12)
For a finite-sized system of point charges and dipoles, f0 = 1, and these expressions
reduce to the expressions given by Equations 4.3 - 4.6. Another useful property
is that for any additively-combined tensor coefficient function f0 = g0 + h0, using
associativity and the sum rule for derivatives,
f1 = (g0 + h0)− r(g′0 + h′0) = g1 + h1 (4.13)
f2 = (g1 + h1)− 1
3
r(g′1 + h
′
1) = g2 + h2 (4.14)
f3 = (g2 + h2)− 1
5
r(g′2 + h
′
2) = g3 + h3 (4.15)
The utility of these relationships will be made apparent below.
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Electrostatic Interactions
In order to perform a simulation of the dynamics of charged particles, we must know
the forces acting upon them. We first define the electrostatic interaction potential
energy of particle i as the charge on particle i multiplied by the potential at site ri
due to all other charges at sites rj where j 6= i in the system of interest, then sum over
all i to arrive at the total electrostatic potential energy U . The resulting expression
for the potential energy of a system of charges is thus:
U =
1
2
N∑
i;j 6=i
qiTijqj (4.16)
We next define the field at site i as the gradient of the potential:
Ei,α =
∑
j 6=i
Tαijqj (4.17)
and the force as the gradient of the potential energy.
Fi,α = qi
∑
j 6=i
Tαijqj (4.18)
For a system of point dipoles, we define the potential at site ri due to the point
dipoles µj as:
φi =
∑
j 6=i
Tαijµj,α (4.19)
For implementation purposes there will be a charge and point dipole associated
with each atom on the molecule. Therefore, charge-charge, charge-dipole, dipole-
charge and dipole-dipole interactions must be included in the total expression. A
term expressing the contribution of the electronic structure distortion to the energy
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must also be included, and is typically referred to as the “polarization energy.” The
resulting expressions for the energy, field and force are:
U =
1
2
∑
i;j 6=i
(qiTijqj + qiT
α
ijµj,α − µi,αTαijqj − µi,αTαβij µj,β) +
1
2
∑
i
α−1i µ
2
i (4.20)
Ei,α =
∑
j 6=i
(Tαijqj + T
αβ
ij µj,β) (4.21)
Fi,α =
∑
j 6=i
(qiT
α
ijqj + qiT
αβ
ij µj,β − µi,βT βαij qj − µi,βT βαγij µj,γ) (4.22)
Note that the polarization terms α−1i µ
2
i are independent of the particle coordinates,
and therefore do not appear in the expressions for the field or force.
Applequist Model
The proposed model uses an atom dipole interaction model initially developed by
Silberstein, adapted to include many-body dipole-dipole interactions by Applequist
et. al, then modified to prevent numerical instability by Thole. [36,42,43] The dipoles
are not static, nor do they exist in the absence of an external field. They instead
simulate the reaction of an atom’s electronic structure to an applied field. Since
dipole-induced dipole forces cannot be adequately represented in a simple pairwise-
additive manner, we must account for the interaction of induced dipoles. Although
it will be clearly demonstrated that the Applequist model is unsuitable for modeling
dense molecular systems, it provides a solid foundation for the implementation of
better polarization models. Thus, we will present this model here as a “jumping-
off” point for the development and implementation of distribution-based polarizable
electrostatics models.
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The Applequist model represents dipole induction linearly by associating an isotropic
polarizability value α with each atom. This quantity possesses units of volume. The
dipole induced on atom i is thus
µi = αiEi (4.23)
Each of these induced dipoles produces a field of its own, and this field changes the
value of µ for all other particles. This results in the following expression for the dipole
on particle i in a finite-sized system of particles:
µi,α = αi
∑
j 6=i
(Tαijqj − Tαβij µj,β) (4.24)
The self-consistent form of Equation 4.24 presents a serious challenge to this theory’s
numerical implementation. In order to compute the induced dipoles, one must know
the value of the field at each point, and the field depends on the dipoles as well as
the charges. Rearranging Equation 4.24 into the following form
α−1i µi,α +
∑
j 6=i
Tαβij µj,β =
∑
j 6=i
Tαijqj (4.25)
allows solution by matrix inversion, but the prohibitive computational expense of this
method restricts its use to small systems consisting of a few hundred atoms. Iterative
solution methods provide a more efficient alternative. In these methods, the initial
dipole values calculated from the field of the point charges are used to re-calculate the
field and produce a new set of induced dipoles. This recalculation/induction cycle
repeats until two subsequent sets of dipole values differ by less than an arbitrary
tolerance criterion. These methods are by no means computationally “cheap,” but
they do provide a tractable alternative to large matrix methods.
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Thole Model
A serious problem with the Applequist model can be demonstrated by considering
a simple diatomic molecule. We let αA represent the polarizability of atom A, αB
represent the polarizability of atom B, and r represent their bonding distance. Solving
Equation 4.25 for this system produces the widely-known result
α‖ =
αA + αB +
4αAαB
r3
1− 4αAαB
r6
(4.26)
α⊥ =
αA + αB − 2αAαBr3
1− αAαB
r6
(4.27)
where α‖ is the polarizability along the interatomic axis, and α⊥ is the polarizability
perpendicular to the interatomic axis. [43] These equations exhibit the unfortunate
property of asymptotically approaching infinity as r approaches 6
√
4αAαB and 6
√
αAαB,
respectively. Infinite polarizabilities are not observed in nature, so this presents a
major impediment to the implementation of this polarization model into a molecular
dynamics program given the close proximity of atoms during collisions.
In order to prevent the onset of infinite polarization, Thole modified Applequist’s
model by replacing some of the point charges and dipoles with spherically symmetric
distributions that “smear out” the charges and dipoles. [36] By replacing one point
charge and point dipole on an interacting pair of particles with suitable distributions,
the combined polarizability of the pair shrinks to a more reasonable value when
rij → 6√αAαB. Thole tested several forms of the distribution function, recommending
a conical damping function as the best choice for calculating molecular polarizabilities.
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The discontinuity of this function renders it unsuitable for molecular dynamics, as
Figures 4.2 & 4.3 illustrate. [44–46] To remedy this, ρ2 =
3a
4pi
e−aS
3
is implemented
instead. The parameter a is the width of the exponential distribution, and S =
rij
6
√
αiαj
.
With this modification the expression for the field at particle i due to a distributed
charge on particle j at a scalar distance r becomes
Eij =
1
A3r2
r∫
0
3a
4pi
e−aS
3
r2 dr =
1− e−aS3
r2
(4.28)
Since the field is defined by dφ
dr
, we integrate equation 4.28 to determine the monopole
potential function
φij =
1− e−aS3 + 3√aS Γ(2
3
, aS3)
r
(4.29)
where Γ(a, b) =
∞∫
b
ta−1e−t dt is the “incomplete gamma function.” [45,47]
Noting that the point charge tensor coefficient function f0 = 1 has been replaced
by a function of rij, the numerator of φij can be used to define a new set of tensor
coefficient functions hn,
h0 = 1− e−aS3 + 3
√
aS Γ(
2
3
, aS3) (4.30)
h1 = 1− e−aS3 (4.31)
h2 = 1− e−aS3(1 + aS3) (4.32)
h3 = 1− 1
5
e−aS
3
(5 + aS3(5 + 3aS3)) (4.33)
These functions, when substituted for fn in the tensor equations presented in Section
4.2, implement the Thole model for a system of charges and induced dipoles.
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Ewald Sums
Since the potential tensor for a point charge falls to zero slowly due to the r−1 factor,
simulations of bulk properties using finite systems must use a large number of particles
to ensure that at the largest values of rij in the system φij becomes effectively zero.
This presents an enormous computational challenge for simulations of liquids and
solids since the number of pairs is proportional to N2particles. [2,48] The same problem
exists for infinitely periodic systems, as the system must be large enough for the
electrostatic potential contribution of a pair at the cutoff distance to be essentially
zero. Compounding matters is the non-additive nature of the Thole model, as the
ostensibly short-range dipole pair interactions have been found to be quite sensitive
to errors in the treatment of interactions at the cutoff distance.
Although the most computationally efficient method for handling long-range dipole
interactions is the reaction field method, this method assumes a homogeneous dielec-
tric continuum surrounding the cutoff radius, rendering it unsuitable for heteroge-
neous systems. [49] The application of arbitrary splines and smoothing to the dipole
interaction tensors is physically questionable, therefore Ewald summation was cho-
sen. Ewald summation calculates the long-range contributions to the potential, field
and force in addition to accounting for potential truncation in an infinitely periodic
system if properly tuned. [25, 50] In this method an oppositely-charged distribution
surrounds each charge and dipole. Gaussian distributions are commonly used, and
this distribution serves to screen the interaction between two pairs such that the po-
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tential for a pair of charges separated by the periodic length of the system effectively
vanishes below the limit of numerical significance. As long as a smoothly varying
distribution with an exact Fourier transform is used, we may then calculate the en-
ergy contribution of each particle interacting with neighboring periodic images of the
system using Fourier transform methods. Since we are performing the calculation
for a system of point charges instead of screened charges, we must then subtract the
electrostatic contributions of a set of distributions having the same polarity as the
point charges and a width equal to the screening distributions.
Of particular interest for this project is the combination of the Thole model with
Ewald summation, since this method can be tuned to minimize potential cutoff noise.
Fortunately, the combination of Ewald summation with the Thole model only effects
the screened, or “real-space,” calculations, since the “smearing” distributions are
narrow enough to be effectively treated as point charges well before the potential
cutoff distance is reached. The potential at site i due to a Gaussian charge distribution
located at site j possessing a total charge of 1 is
φij =
erf(κ rij)
rij
(4.34)
where κ is the width of the distribution, also known as the “convergence parameter,”
and erf() is the “error function.” [41] The screened “real-space” potential for a system
of point charges is therefore
φi =
∑
j;j 6=i
qj
1
rij
−
∑
j;j 6=i
qj
erf(κ rij)
rij
=
∑
j:j 6=i
qj
erfc(κ rij)
rij
(4.35)
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where erfc() = 1.0− erf(). If we define the following redundant expressions,
Ga = κ rij (4.36)
Gb = −erf(Ga) (4.37)
Gc =
e−G
2
a√
pi
(4.38)
then according to Equations 4.10 - 4.12 the Ewald method tensor coefficients are
g0 = Gb (4.39)
g1 = g0 + 2GaGc (4.40)
g2 = g1 +
4
3
G3aGc (4.41)
g3 = g2 +
8
15
G5aGc (4.42)
These functions gn are added to hn = 1 for a system consisting only of point charges
and point dipoles.
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Figure 4.2: Leading scalar multiplier for the highest-order term from each of the four
tensors needed to implement the conical damping distribution as a force field. These
distributions give the best fit for the molecular polarizability of a single molecule, but
do not result in stable dynamics due to the abrupt discontinuity in the force tensor.
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Figure 4.3: Leading scalar multiplier for the highest-order term from each of the
four tensors needed to implement the ρ2 damping distribution as a force field. These
distributions allow stronger polarization, but do not destabilize the integrator.
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4.3 Molecular Dynamics Methods
During the initial planning of this project it was found that no existing and readily-
available general-purpose molecular simulation code was suitable for modification to
include the electrostatics model derived in the preceeding section. Many public-
domain codes were investigated, and all were either too “fragile” to warrant extensive
modification, or were built using legacy data-structures that are inherently inefficient
on modern microprocessor architectures. Additionally, the majority of existing pro-
grams are written almost entirely in FORTRAN. This language lacks key constructs
and operators needed to implement a variety of common platform-independent non-
mathematical optimizations. It also fails to provide dynamic memory allocation fa-
cilities in all but the most recent dialects of the language. Its “column-major” matrix
storage scheme does not work well with cache-based architectures, either, and pro-
cessors of this type find use in nearly all high-performance computing systems.
The “C” programming language was designed for the explicit purpose of writing
operating systems and related utilities. Despite this, its memory-management facili-
ties and wealth of operators more than offset its lack of a native complex number type
and missing exponent operator. Additionally, the relaxed variable naming restrictions
allow programs to be written in a self-documenting fashion which facilitates quick de-
bugging and easy maintenance. Furthermore, the ability to define data structures as
types allows a level of data encapsulation that is all but impossible with the FOR-
TRAN “common block” facility. Although the learning curve for this language can
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be quite daunting, its flexibility and power have made it the standard programming
language in many fields. Therefore, the “C” language was chosen to write the initial
simulation program, with the intent of using the program’s architecture as the model
for a new high-performance general-purpose simulation package designed specifically
for modern processors.
Computational Details
Simulations of 2-, 3-, 64- and 512-molecule systems were performed using a water-
specific simulation code. Coded entirely in ISO “C89” using the “portable threads
library” for parallelization, this code implements the Thole ρ2 polarization model in
conjunction with a modified implementation of the “Simple Point Charge/Flexible”
(SPC/F) model. [34] Velocity verlet in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble was chosen
as the integration method. All model parameters were implemented as macros and
used to build optimized data structures that minimize data redundancy and maximize
locality of reference while remaining general enough to allow easy modification. [11]
Cubic periodic boundaries were used, and the simulation cell volume was fixed to
reproduce the accepted density of liquid water at 298 K and 1 atm. Verlet lists based
on the centers-of-mass of the molecules were used to implement potential cutoffs
and prevent the repetitive calculation of pair separation distances during the dipole
iteration process.
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Using a timestep of 0.5 fs with Verlet lists updated every other timestep, the
calculations generally took 10× longer to complete when compared to the CPU-
hours needed to calculate an equivalent simulated time using the base SPC/F model
with the CM3D molecular dynamics package. [22, 27] A cutoff distance of half the
periodic distance (12.574 A˚) was employed for all pairwise interactions, resulting in
the storage of approximately 68,400 molecular pairs and their corresponding tensor
sets. This resulted in a total memory footprint of approximately 512 megabytes. As
is typical of molecular dynamics programs, the majority of computation time was
spent in the electrostatics routines.
Solution of the self-consistent polarization equations was accomplished using the
“simultaneous over-relaxation method,” with all tensors stored in memory between
iterations. An implementation of Ahlstrom’s method was used to accelerate conver-
gence by generating an extrapolated “guess” of the dipole values from the values
calculated during the previous three timesteps. [51] A convergence parameter of 10−7
D was specified for the magnitude of the individual Cartesian components of each
dipole. This resulted in an initial iteration rate of∼31 cycles/timestep, which dropped
incrementally to ∼16 cycles/timestep once four timesteps had been performed. The
iteration counts were quite sensitive the the choice of model parameters and system
sizes, and the values given above describe the parameter set which gave the best
agreement to the linear diffusion constant.
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Ewald summation with Gaussian distributions were used to calculate the long-
range electrostatics. A compile-time option, implemented as a macro, determined
whether long-range contributions to the dipole field were calculated during the dipole
iteration process. It was found that energy conservation was too poor using this
option, and therefore all simulations were performed with a complete calculation of
the long-range field at each iteration.
Potential Surface Model
A common methodology in published studies which developed a polarizable model of
water is to scale the charges of an existing model for bulk water down to reproduce
the gas-phase dipole, then place isotropic point polarizabilities on each atomic center.
[45, 46, 50] We have adopted this methodology, adapting the SPC/F model for use
as a polarizable model. A summary of all parameters used to define the potential
surfaces of both SPC/F and the new model are given in Tables 4.1–4.5.
O–H Bond
V (rOH) = kf
[
1− e−kb(rOH−req)]2
kf (K) kb
(
A˚−1
)
req
(
A˚
)
51261.772 2.566 1.0000
Table 4.1: Oxygen-Hydrogen Bonding Potential. Identical to the SPC/F model.
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H–H Bond (Bend)
V (rHH) =
1
2
kf [r − req]2
kf
(
K
A˚2
)
req
(
A˚
)
165370.0 1.633
Table 4.2: Hydrogen-Hydrogen Bending Potential. Represented as a single harmonic
bond between the two atoms. Identical to the SPC/F model.
Cross Bonds
V (rij, rjk) = kf
[
rij − reqij
] [
rjk − reqjk
]
Atom Triple kf
(
K
A˚2
)
reqOH
(
A˚
)
reqHH
(
A˚
)
O–H–H -106408.0 1.000 1.633
H–O–H 56210.0 1.000 1.633
Table 4.3: Cross-bond Potential Parameters. Identical to the SPC/F model.
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Lennard-Jones Parameters
V (rij) = 4
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6]
Atom  (K) σ
(
A˚
)
O 78.22 3.166
H 0.00 0.000
Table 4.4: Intermolecular pair potentials Identical to the SPC/F model.
Electrostatic Parameters
Atom q(e) α
(
A˚3
)
O -0.6690 (-0.82) 0.837
H +0.3345 (+0.41) 0.496
Table 4.5: Electrostatic Parameters Charges in parenthesis are for the non-polarizable
SPC/F model. Polarizabilities are from Thole’s ρ2 distribution. [36]
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In order to maintain consistency with the Applequist model, dipole field calcu-
lations were performed for all pairs within the specified cutoff radius regardless of
topological relationships. As a result, calculation and accumulation of the forces and
potential energy for intramolecular dipole pairs was required due to the gradient rela-
tionships between the potential, field and force. Similarly to Burnham and Bernardo,
it was found that the Thole model must also be applied to all interactions involving
the charges in order to achieve reasonable dynamics. [45, 46] For simplicity, the ρ2
distribution was used for both the dipoles and charges.
Fitting Methodology
Since the Thole model is an empirical model, the parameters must be fit to reproduce
experimental observables. Thole specifies that a single damping width, aDD = 0.572,
is sufficient to reproduce the molecular polarizability of a single molecule constructed
from C, H, N and O. Previous studies have found that this value does not prevent over-
polarization in a bulk simulation, a conclusion also reached during this project. [44–46]
Two previous studies also concluded that multiple damping widths were required.
[45, 46] Unfortunately, we found that using Burham’s width parameters resulted in
excessive translational diffusion, while Bernardo’s width parameters resulted in too
little diffusion. As a result, an iterative search was performed in order to locate the
optimum values for acc and add using the linear diffusion coefficient calculated from
the mean square displacement as the fitting target.
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Implementing separate damping widths for the charges and dipoles introduces
several complications. Although intuition implies that the value of acd should fall
somewhere between acc and add, perhaps as acd =
√
accadd or acd =
1
2
accadd, this
has not yet been investigated. For expediency, we have adopted the methodology of
Burnham, as implied by Bernardo, of using acd = acc. This results in the storage of five
tensors of various rank per atomic pair with long-range field contributions included
in the calculation, or six per pair if long-range field contributions are ignored.
Fitting was performed using a multi-step process. In all simulations, it was found
that a timestep value of ∆t = 0.5 fs provided the best ratio of dipole solver iterations
to total simulation time, maximizing the ratio of simulated time to running time.
In order to minimize numerical error, the electrostatics routines were tuned to give
seven-figure convergence in the Hamiltonian, and the dipole convergence criterion was
set to 1 × 10−7 D. First, a stable 512-molecule configuration was obtained by mini-
mizing a configuration generated by a non-polarizable SPC/F simulation to eliminate
over-polarization due to bad contact distances. In order to conserve processing time,
a single minimized configuration was used as the starting point for all subsequent
steps. Next, the resulting configuration was assigned random velocities taken from
a Gaussian distribution of random deviates, net translation of the system was sub-
tracted, and the velocities were scaled to produce an instantaneous temperature of 50
K. The system was allowed to equilibrate for 5 ps, with the temperature maintained
via a simple velocity-scaling thermostat triggered whenever the temperature deviated
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by ±10 K. Following this step, a new set of random velocities were then assigned to
the atoms, net translation was removed, and the velocities were scaled to produce an
instantaneous temperature of 298 K. The system was then allowed to re-equilibrate
with scaling triggered at ±5 K for 10 ps, then for 5 ps at ±10 K, and finally for
5 ps at ±20 K. Configuration sample collection began during the final scaling run,
with samples collected every 50 fs. The temperature from the ±20 K simulation was
then checked, and if scaling did not occur, the temperature scaling range was relaxed
to ±50 K, and sample collection continued to 100 ps. If scaling did occur, however,
the ±20 K scaling step was repeated until the temperature stabilized, at which point
sample collection was continued until 100 ps was reached.
On average, the aforementioned process took six weeks to complete for a single
candidate potential using three threads (one master + two slaves) on a 2.8 GHz
dual-Xeon computer. Twenty-nine candidate potentials were tested, resulting in a
total combined runtime of approximately 44,000 CPU-hours, or slightly more than 5
CPU-years. As a reference point, several combinations of damping widths reported
as stable in the literature were tested, but most were found to over-polarize severely,
resulting in extraordinarily low diffusion rates and other undesired effects. This prob-
ably results from the combination of intramolecular dipole-dipole interactions with
molecular flexibility, as most published Thole-Type Models use a rigid atomic config-
uration. The majority of these simulations were terminated before they completed to
make more processor time available, resulting in a time-savings of approximately 2
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CPU-years. The initial candidate potential was selected by using dimer simulations
to identify several stable combinations of damping widths, and these combinations
were used to define a grid of parameter space and locate a coarse approximation to
the best fit. The prospective combination was then bracketed by using all eight per-
mutations of {acc±10%, add±10%} plus the candidate parameter set to perform bulk
simulations. From each bracketing run, a new candidate parameter set was predicted
by extrapolating or interpolating the squared deviations of the calculated linear dif-
fusion constants to zero. As the iteration process was continued, the variation of the
parameters was reduced. As with the literature value tests, simulations which clearly
did not match experiment were terminated to conserve computational resources.
From the final configuration generated by the dynamics fitting process, three
spectroscopic calculation runs were performed. For each of these simulations, the
system was randomized by assignment of a new set of random velocities, removing
net translation, then scaling the velocities to produce an instantaneous temperature
of 298 K. The temperature was then stabilized by two 10 ps scaling runs at ±5 K and
±10 K, respectively. Sample collection was then performed every 4 fs over the course
of a 75 ps simulation, and the spectra was computed using the method presented
in Section 2.3. The spectral results from the three simulations were then averaged,
and their radial distribution functions were checked to verify that the average liquid
structure had not changed.
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Smaller system sizes were tested, but their dynamics differed considerably from
the 512-water system. Unfortunately, the severe computational burden of the simula-
tions prevent the testing of larger system sizes to rule out periodicity effects without
extensive modifications to the simulation code or long-term exclusive access to a
massive symmetric multi-processor machine. Additionally, relaxing the electrostatic
convergence parameters to give 3-figure convergence in the Hamiltonian and a dipole
rms convergence level of 1 × 10−6 D produced significantly different dynamical re-
sults, although the final fit was still within 22% of the experimental target and the
structural results did not exhibit a noticeable change.
In order to investigate the effects of hydrogen bond reorganization on the spectra,
a set of dimer simulations were performed. The traditional method of assigning
random velocities to the atoms was found to be inadequate for this investigation, as
it tended to impart a large net angular momentum to the cluster, and the Coriolis
effects randomly split the simulated spectra in an unpredictable way. Thus, a new
random-energy input method was developed. A minimum-energy dimer was prepared
by setting the velocities of all atoms in a test configuration to zero and allowing the
two molecules to fall into each other in the presence of a quasi-blackbody external
noise field generated by convolving a sequence of Gaussian random deviates with
the filter presented in Figure 4.4. Although this filter does not exhibit the band
asymmetry associated with a Planck distribution, its antisymmetric character ensures
that energy is equally likely to be added or removed from the system due to its time-
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domain representation of h(t) ={+0.5, 0.0, -0.5}. A separate random sequence was
generated for each component of the field vector for each of the atoms, and added
to the static charge field prior to the beginning of the dipole calculation. The field
was scaled so that its presence was clearly visible in the Hamiltonian without causing
a significant energy drift or disruption of short-timescale dynamics. The velocities
were reset to zero at each excursion outside of the maximum allowed temperature.
Once a stable temperature had been reached in the presence of the simulated thermal
noise, the noise intensity was reduced and the scaling process was repeated. Once the
temperature had been stabilized in the presence of noise at a temperature of 1×10−21
K, the noise was removed, a zero-velocity restart was performed with a scaling trigger
temperature of 1 × 10−23 K, and a final minimization run was performed. This
process was repeated for six trials, each starting from a different randomized initial
configuration, and each resulting in the same minimum-energy structure, three of
which were bit-identical in their binary representation.
Once the minimum-energy dimer configuration was identified, the molecules were
translated apart along the O–O interatomic vector by varying amounts, and allowed
to interact for 10 ps in the presence of a random field to ensure that the system
dynamics were stable and sufficiently randomized. This resulted in four systems at
approximate temperatures of 4 K, 21 K, 46 K and 84 K. These systems were then
run for 100 ps in the presence of noise, and a restart file was generated every 1000
steps (0.5 ps). The 200 restart files generated were then run for 400 ps without
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Dimer Simulation Temperatures
〈T 〉 , K σ〈T 〉
〈
dT
dt
〉
, K/ps
3.5 9.9× 10−2 +8.9× 10−6
20.8 7.3× 10−2 −3.9× 10−7
46.0 1.1 +2.0× 10−2
84.4 6.6× 10−1 +2.2× 10−3
Table 4.6: Average temperature, standard deviation of the average temperature, and
average temperature drift rate for the dimer simulations used to study hydrogen-
bond rearrangement. A set of 200 simulations of 400 ps in length were used for each
temperature to calculate the data presented here.
the simulated thermal noise, and samples were collected every 4 fs. The average
temperature, standard deviation of average temperatures and average temperature
drift are reported in Table 4.6. The output of these simulations were used to compute
average spectra. Additionally, transition-specific spectral features were calculated by
locating hydrogen-bond rearrangement events and computing the average DFT of a
sample window centered on each of the observed events.
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4.4 Results & Discussion
Fitting a new water molecule is an arduous process, as there is much variation in
the reported experimental measurements of atomic-scale dynamics, and theoretical
descriptions of the potential surface often include arbitrary empirical approximations
such as the point–distribution interactions in the Thole model as discussed in Sections
4.2 & 4.3. Surprisingly, and despite all of the advances in computational power and
experimental technology during the last 50 years, both the structure and the dynamics
of ambient liquid water are still open questions. Until a clear consensus backed by
unambiguous experimental evidence is reached regarding the microscopic details of
liquid water, it will remain impossible to determine whether any water model provides
a physically valid description of the local structure and its relationship to the observed
vibrational dynamics. Thus, the implied purpose of water model development is to
provide insight into which structures, vibrations and diffusion processes are needed
to accurately describe the interactions of water molecules in all environments. With
continued development and further experimental progress, the goal of a predictive
“universal water model” may one day be reached.
Final Fit Parameters
In order to provide a new point-of-view from which to address the relationship between
structure and dynamics, a well-characterized bulk transport quantity was chosen as
the target observable. The fitting to bulk dynamics is novel, as polarizable water
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models are generally parameterized and fit using small (H2O)n clusters, n ∈{2, . . .
,20}, due to the computational burden of the self-consistent field calculation. [45,52]
The bulk-fitting approach has been suggested in the literature by several studies.
[53–56] Although these particular studies refer to structural quantities as a fitting
target, the over-arching theme of this suggestion is that system-size effects may span
much larger distances than previously thought, and small clusters may not adequately
capture the subtleties of the potential surface necessary to ensure an accurate bulk
simulation. Given that there is considerable room for improvement in the quality of
experimental measurements of microstructural quantities such as the Kirkwood-Buff
integral, [31,53] and that the structure of liquid water as interpreted from scattering
experiments is currently a topic of intense debate, [29, 57–61] the linear diffusion
constant was instead chosen to fit the polarizability model.
The best agreement with the linear diffusion constant was obtained using the val-
ues acc = 0.31 and add = 0.21, resulting in a translational diffusion constant of 0.244
A˚/ps. (See Figure 4.5) This diffusion rate is within 12% of the accepted value. [62]
Furthermore, the rotational anisotropy agrees well with current experimental evi-
dence. Recent nuclear magnetic resonance studies on neat D2O have determined that
τOH :τOOP= 1.33. [63] The quantities τOH and τOOP refer to the decorrelation times of
the O–H bond vector and cross-product of the two O–H bond vectors, respectively.
The best-fit parameters give a value of 1.46 for this ratio, within 13% of the exper-
imental measurement for D2O. Although the direct comparison of this quantity to
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that of simulated H2O is questionable at best, no experimental measurement of this
ratio for H2O has been reported.
Overall, the validity of the model presented in this chapter must be viewed with
some suspicion, as computational necessity mandated very short simulations and thus
the possibility of correlation with the initial configuration exists. Additionally, the
dynamics of molecular systems have been found to vary signifigantly with the tuning
parameters and system size by this author and others. [49] A detailed study of these
effects beyond the aforementioned convergence criteria dependence check has yet to
be performed, again due to prohibitive computational requirements. Thus, further
research and testing is needed to confirm that these results are legitimate, and that
512 molecules under ambient conditions sufficiently eliminates artifacts caused by
long-range many-body interactions spanning the periodic boundaries. Despite these
legitimate concerns, the current model clearly exhibits some interesting behaviors
directly related to the current debates over the structure of liquid water and the
calculation of spectroscopic observables from classical simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Transfer function of the filter used to convert Gaussian random deviates
into a sequence of smoothly band-limited random deviates used to model thermal
noise in the local electric field of each molecule.
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Figure 4.5: Bulk dynamics were fit to the linear diffusion constant. In this plot
err = Dtrial−Dexperiment, where D is the linear diffusion constant. Experimental data
taken from Reference [62].
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Structural Results
The primary point of comparison for intermolecular structure is the radial distribution
function, or RDF. Since the relative arrangements of nearest neighbors affects both
the transfer of energy and the specific diffusion processes that occur in a liquid,
the accurate reproduction of this key structural quantity is critical to the proper
description of molecular dynamics in both liquids and solids. Unfortunately, the
experimental and theoretical communities have not yet reached a consensus regarding
this crucial quantity and the underlying local structure for water.
The radial distribution function of liquid water is obtained experimentally from
photon or particle scattering experiments primarily by two methods. The “Empirical
Potential Structure Refinement” (EPSR) method pioneered by A. K. Soper modifies
an existing potential model until the simulated structure factors agree with experi-
mental measurements, at which point the simulated g(r) is assumed to represent the
radial distribution of atoms in the experimentally-probed liquid. [68] An alternative
method developed by Sorensen et. al uses a “basis set” of radial distribution functions
from simulations in conjunction with experimental curves and theoretical predictions
to fit a radial distribution function (RDF) to the measured structure factors. [67] The
common factor employed by both of these methods is the use of molecular simula-
tion techniques to generate RDFs used to represent the final result. Given that most
molecular models for water were developed while the tetrahedral structure of liquid
water was not an open question, the possibility exists that these methods can slant
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the interpretation of scattering results towards a tetrahedral description due to the
use of molecular models designed to reproduce this structure.
As an example, consider the most recent O–O RDF for water published by Hura
et. al and presented here as Figure 4.6. The evenly-spaced unimodal peak structure
clearly indicates that the structure of liquid water is tetrahedral, in agreement with
the long-standing textbook description of liquid water’s structure. Using the same
experimental data as Hura et. al, however, Soper applied EPSR using an asymmet-
ric hydrogen point-charge model for water and arrived at a similar RDF, with the
exception of an added peak on the outside of the second-neighbor peak attributed to
the existence of linear 3-member hydrogen-bonded chains. [65] (See Figures 4.11 &
4.9) This result agrees with the findings of a recent (and controversial) X-ray Absorb-
tion Spectroscopy (XAS) and X-Ray Raman Spectroscopy (XRS) study by Wernet
et. al. [29] In this study, it was found that the presence of hydrogen bonds cause
electronic structure shifts that introduce an asymmetric charge distribution between
the two hydrogens. The resulting electronic structure distortion decreases the partial
positive charge of the non-donor hydrogen, which prevents the formation of more than
two “strong” hydrogen bonds by a single water monomer. This results in a dominant
hydration structure composed of single-donor–single-acceptor molecules. The authors
assert that this indicates that the structure of liquid water cannot be tetrahedral, but
is instead composed of strongly hydrogen-bonded rings and chains connected by a
weakly hydrogen-bonded network. Less than six months after the publication of the
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Wernet study, an independent XAS study by Smith et. al directly challenged their
results, asserting that the water structure proposed by Wernet et. al results from
their definition of the hydrogen bond, and that their result is in fact consistent with
a tetrahedral liquid structure. [58–60]
The new polarizable model presented in this chapter appears to support the con-
troversial conclusions of Wernet et. al by exhibiting the structural feature due to
asymmetric charge distribution demonstrated by Soper. A sample three-member
hydrogen-bonded chain isolated from the bulk simulation is presented in Figure 4.10,
and the radial distribution functions generated with and without explicit polariza-
tion are compared to the Hura et. al result in Figures 4.7 & 4.8. The first-neighbor
structure appears to be unaffected when compared to the non-polarizable model’s
RDF, and the shape and position of the first “second-neighbor” peak from the polar-
izable simulation matches the shape of the experimental RDF, although its intensity
is clearly attenuated by the presence of a competing structure. While Head-Gordon
and Johnson draw the reasonable conclusion in a subsequent article that the assump-
tion of static hydrogen charge assymetry is incorrect, [57] the model presented in
this chapter clearly demonstrates that a static charge asymmetry in the model is not
necessary to reproduce the disputed structural feature.
The structural feature in question was also present in an ab intio simulation study
done by Sprik et. al that was discussed in an article on water structure determination
by Sorenson et. al. [66, 67] This feature was reasonably dismissed as a system size
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effect by the latter authors, and the aformentioned RDF is presented here as Figure
4.12. Intuition and common simulation experience do imply that the probability of
finite system effects are high for a 32-molecule simulation such as the one published by
Sprik et. al. What is intriging about this particular feature’s attribution to finite-size
effects, however, is that the model presented in this chapter was fit to dynamics data
using a base electrostatics model that reproduces a tetrahedral liquid structure in
excellent agreement with the Hura et. al result by treating polarization in an average
manner. Thus, it was anticipated that the structure would remain tetrahedral after
the inclusion of explicit polarization effects into the gas-phase model. Furthermore,
fitting was performed using a system size that should prevent the observation of finite-
system effects. [49] Despite these precautions the new model clearly exhibits this extra
peak, which presents some serious and computationally challenging implications for
the simulation community if the attribution of this feature to finite-system size effects
is correct.
Attempting to re-fit the model to reproduce the RDF presented in Figure 4.6 de-
stroyed both the diffusion dynamics and the first-neighbor peak agreement without
completely eliminating the questionable feature, as Figure 4.13 demonstrates. Thus,
one can conclude that there appears to be a direct link between the structure and
dynamics of liquid water, and this link is clearly related to the inclusion of electronic
structure distortion effects in the classical potential model. This is similar to the argu-
ment put forth by Wernet et. al. Thus, an independent third experimental observable
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is needed to determine which interpretation of the X-ray absorption and scattering
experiments is correct. The following sections present spectroscopic observables cal-
culated using the new polarizable model, and will demonstrate one potential link
between the hydrogen bond rearrangement dynamics and the bulk structure of liquid
water that may be directly related to the current structural controversy.
Bulk Spectra
As stated previously, this project did not intend to challenge long-held assumptions
about the structure of liquid water, but was instead simply an attempt to create a
more accurate model of water dynamics at interfaces. Despite this aim, comparing the
IR spectrum computed by these two models provides some evidence that the Wernet
et. al hypothesis may be correct, although these results are undermined by the rather
poor confidence level of the fit. This section will attempt to demonstrate that using
an explicitly polarizable model with proper treatment of long-range electrostatics
can produce qualitatively accurate IR lineshapes, particularly in the bending region.
This and the following section will also demonstrate that the “association band”
may be direct evidence of an asymmetric many-body polarization effect, and that
the presence of this band in the polarizable simulation results may indicate that the
structure predicted by this model is closer to physical reality than that predicted by
SPC/F.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental radial distribution function for water as determined
by X-ray scattering experiments. Data from Reference [64] downloaded from
http://thglab.lbl.gov/.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of molecular radial distribution functions for the two models
and experiment. Both simulation systems were composed of 512 atoms. The non-
polarizable system was simulated in the NVT ensemble, while the polarizable model
was simulated in the NVE ensemble. Experimental data from Reference [64].
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of molecular radial distribution functions for the two models
and experiment in the region of the second hydration sphere. Both models exhibit
a structural shift outward starting at the second neighbor. Experimental data from
Reference [64].
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Figure 4.9: Proposed linear chain structure for liquid water. Dark blue shading
of free hydrogens (H2) represents their increased electronegativity as indicated by
recent XRS and XAS experiments, and thus their reduced capacity for the formation
of hydrogen bonds. Figure excerpted from Figure 1 in Reference [57].
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Figure 4.10: Small water chain from the polarizable simulation. The asymmetric
electronic structure distortion thought to be responsible for the formation of chain
structures is present in the induced dipoles, which are shown here as vectors extending
from each atom. The O–O–O angle is 92◦, indicating that this may be a broken trimer
structure.
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Figure 4.11: Asymmetric charge model EPSR-determined RDF for water compared
to a recent experimental RDF. [64, 65] Using a different method with the same ex-
perimental input produces a strikingly different result. Figure excerpted from Figure
4 in Reference [57].
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Figure 4.12: Ab initio RDF for a 5 ps simulation of 32 water molecules by Sprik
et. al [66](dashed line) compared to recently determined RDF for water (solid line).
This simulation exhibits a second-neighbor feature similar to that produced by the
model presented in this work. Figure excerpted from Figure 9(a) in Reference [67]
and edited to remove another data set for clarity.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of molecular radial distribution functions for the structural
fitting attempt. Experimental data from Reference [64].
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Figure 4.14: Simulated IR spectrum of a 64-water non-polarizable SPC/F system
at 300 K, in arbitrary units. Experimental data taken from Reference [69]. Post-
processed dipoles obtained from [70].
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Figure 4.15: Simulated IR spectrum of a 512-water polarizable SPC/F system at 300
K, in arbitrary units. Experimental data taken from Reference [69].
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of intermolecular regions for the two models and experiment.
Although the non-polarizable model does a better job of capturing band positions
and intensities, the polarizable simulation does a better job of reproducing the band
lineshapes. Experimental data taken from Reference [69].
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the bending regions (logarithmic y-scale) for the two
models and experiment, highlighting the absence of an “association band” in the
non-polarizable simulation. Experimental data taken from Reference [69].
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the regions between the librational band and bending
band (logarithmic y-scale). The simulated band centered at 1158 cm−1 is the result of
excessive couplings between the O–O stretching and bending motions. Experimental
data taken from Reference [69].
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the O–H stretching regions (logarithmic y-scale) for the
two models and experiment. Although the non-polarizable simulation exhibits better
agreement with the overall band center, it does not capture the small feature at ∼4000
cm−1. This peak may be red-shifted for the non-polarizable simulation, disappearing
in the excessive width of the band compared to experiment. Experimental data taken
from Reference [69].
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Figure 4.20: Experimental spectrum with proposed assignments for the “association
band” superimposed as impulses. Peak assignments from the literature indicated by
black impulses. Experimental data taken from Reference [69]. None of the proposed
assignments are properly aligned with the center of the band, and the red-side splitting
peak is clearly absent.
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Figure 4.21: Model spectrum with proposed assignments for the “association band”
superimposed as impulses. None of the suspected couplings thought to be responsible
for this band are properly aligned with the band center. Peak assignments superim-
posed as impulses.
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The experimentally-observed “association band” at 2125 cm−1 has been attributed
in the literature to a combination band or coupling between the librational and bend-
ing modes, but there exists no clear consensus regarding its exact origin. [71–73] If it is
a coupling such as a collision-induced modulation of the bending signal amplitude via
cooperative polarization effects, such as those responsible for the spurious simulated
peak at 1123 cm−1 in Figure 4.18, then elementary principles from Fourier analysis
indicate that the center of the modulating band should be found at 2125−1644 =481
cm−1. Additionally, a difference-frequency band analagous to the aforementioned
error signal should be observed at 1163 cm−1. Figure 4.20 demonstrates that if a
difference-frequency association band is present, it is masked to the point of indis-
tinguishability by the elevated baseline in this region. Close inspection of the exper-
imental data in this region indicates the presence of a set of faint peaks, but their
intensities are too weak to draw any definite conclusions other than that they line
up with the over-coupling signal present in the simulation (Figure 4.18). Figure 4.20
also demonstrates that the maximum peak intensity of neither the O–O stretch at
183 cm−1 nor the librational band at 686 cm−1 coincide with 481 cm−1. While it is
possible that this may be the coupling of the bend to a non-infrared active motion,
the lack of a difference-frequency band would undermine this assignment as well.
It has also been suggested that this band may be the third harmonic of the
strongest librational band (686 cm−1×3 =2059 cm−1). [71,74] This assignment differs
from the accepted value for the center of the association band by 66 cm−1. Dividing
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the center of the association band by 3 indicates that this peak could possibly be
the third harmonic of the shoulder feature, but the apparent center of the shoulder
is misaligned by at least 35 cm−1, and its intensity appears too weak to account for
the observed intensity of the association band. Additionally, no other harmonics of
the librational band are definitively present, further undermining this hypothesis.
If we consider the difference frequency generated by the O–O stretch and libra-
tional modes, we should expect a beat frequency of 503 cm−1. This differs from the
expected modulation frequency by 22 cm−1, but we still do not see the red-side of the
split that a modulation by this beat would generate. The level of coherence between
the O–O stretching and librational motions that would be required to produce this
beat is also highly unlikely in a liquid, and is especially so in a disordered liquid
dominated by rings and chains. Although a combination band has not been defini-
tively ruled out, the analysis presented here suggests that this peak is the result of a
unique phenomenon. Since this spectral feature appears in the polarizable simulation
but is absent from the non-polarizable simulation, a many-body polarization effect is
indicated.
The simulated spectrum of a 64-molecule bulk water system at ∼300 K using the
base SPC/F model is presented as Figure 4.14. Here we find excellent agreement
with experiment for the relative intensities and positions of the inter-rotational and
stretching band, although the shapes of these bands differ considerably from exper-
iment. The bending band is far too strong, however, and is blue-shifted from the
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experimentally-determined position by ∼196 cm−1. Furthermore, the “association
band” is clearly absent, as Figure 4.17 demonstrates.
The simulated spectrum of a 512-molecule polarizable simulation is presented as
Figure 4.15. The band positions are all blue-shifted, most-noticably the bending and
stretching bands. These blue shifts are not surprising, as the intermolecular potential
has not yet been modified to remove the implicit handling of potential terms that
are explicitly included in the polarization model. This effect is most striking for the
stretching band, which is presented as Figure 4.19. The overall lineshape for this band
has improved, but the entire band has been shifted, presumably due to the addition
of intramolecular dipole-dipole interactions.
The lineshapes of the inter-rotational band and bending band are also improved,
as Figures 4.16 & 4.17 illustrate, and the “association band” missing from the non-
polarizable simulation is clearly visible. Despite the qualitative improvement in the
shape of the inter-rotational band, both lobes are still too sharp when compared to
experiment. Compounding matters is the 196 cm−1 blue-shift of the central bending
peak relative to the experimentally-measured position of this peak.
The spectral results suggest that the attractive portion of the Lennard-Jones 6–
12 potential, which among other effects models the average attraction of two atoms
due to fluctations in their electronic structure, or van der Waals force, is too strong.
The resulting over-binding of nearest neighbors explains why the observed intensities
of the red-side coupling band are so strong, as this spurious sub-structure observed
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between 1057–1571 cm−1 is simply the modulation of the amplitude of the bending
modes due to over-polarization. The problem of van der Waals force modeling in con-
junction with polarizable forces has been addressed in previous model development
studies, usually by the replacement of the ubiquitous Lennard-Jones 6–12 potential
by another functional form. [44,45] It is quite possible that replacing the intermolec-
ular Lennard-Jones potential term with a purely repulsive potential and tuning the
bending potential to reproduce the experimental position will broaden the lineshapes
and reduce the intensity of this band so that it matches the weak ripples observed
in the experimental data. Replacing the point-charge–distribution damping scheme
with a more physically reasonable distribution-based electrostatics model may also
alleviate this clearly non-physical signal. Since intramolecular dipole interactions are
allowed, both the 3-body “cross-bond” term and the anharmonicity term in the O–H
bonding potential will need to be modified as well, as the many-body effects these
terms are meant to handle are now explicitly included.
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Hydrogen-bond Rearrangement
et al. and also identified larger clusters in supersonic expansions
carrying increasing concentrations of water. Huang and Miller
(32, 33) reported the first rotationally resolved spectrum of
(H2O)2 and observed the four OH stretch vibrations, and
recently Frochtenicht et al. (34) used a size selection technique
in which a He beam is used to eject clusters from a molecular
beam as a function of their size. They were able to measure the
free and bound OH stretching frequencies for clusters up to the
pentamer.
The wide tuning range of our IR cavity ringdown laser
absorption spectrometer recently permitted the first detailed
studies of both the covalent bending vibrations of H2O clusters
(35), which occur near 1,600 cm!1, and the stretching vibrations
of D2O clusters (36, 37), which fall near 2,700 cm!1 (Fig. 2). All
of the observed clusters except the dimer exhibit strong vibra-
tional predissociation broadening of their OD stretch spectra
that obscures rotation-tunneling features. For the D2O dimer,
however, the acceptor antisymmetric stretch exhibits well-
resolved acceptor switching doublets for each rotational line,
whereas the donor stretch exhibits rotational lines that are
broadened, but by about 30 times less than found for the H2O
isotopomer (36, 37). All bands observed for the cluster HOH
bending vibrations are severely broadened, implying a stronger
coupling with the dissociation coordinate (35). The sharp
rotation-tunneling structure measured for (D2O)2 (Fig. 2b) was
important for the determination of the dimer potential surface
(38, 39), because the acceptor switching splittings cannot be
determined directly in the FIR experiments because of prohib-
itive selection rules. With the use of theoretical integrated band
intensities, these cavity ringdown measurements permitted the
first determination of the absolute water cluster concentrations
in a supersonic beam (40). Interestingly, the trimer dominates
the cluster distribution for both H2O and D2O. This domination
is probably caused by the discontinuous increase in the per-
monomer binding energy (D0), which jumps from 1!2 D0 to D0
from dimer to trimer, while increasing much more slowly for
larger clusters.
The Evolution of Hydrogen Bonding in Small Water Clusters
The archetype of the H-bond in water is the water dimer (Fig.
3). The OOO distance, reflecting the length of the H-bond is
Fig. 1. The 89.5 cm!1 torsional hot band of (D2O)3 (Left) was the first
intermolecular vibrational band observed for a water cluster in the gas phase
(13). The spectrum shows splitting of each vibration-rotation transition into a
characteristic quartetby thebifurcation tunnelingmotion (seeFig. 6b). (Right)
Shown is this quartet for the 41.1 cm!1 torsional band (103), the most intense
water trimer band observed to date. The intensities of the quartet compo-
nents are determined by nuclear spin weights. S!N, Signal to noise.
Fig. 2. The IR-cavity ringdown laser absorption spectrometer spectrum of
the OD stretch region of D2O is shown (a). The spectrum shows vibrational
bandsdue to the stretchof the freeODat thehighest frequencies. Below2,700
cm!1 the OD stretch frequencies of the bound OD groups are observed on top
of aweak broad absorption froman amorphous ice-like phase. The boundOD
stretch frequencies decrease with increasing cluster size (40). The IR-cavity
ringdown laser absorption spectrometer spectrum of the (D2O)2 acceptor
antisymmetric OD stretch (b) shows the clearly resolved acceptor switching
splitting. This splitting is most readily observable in the intense Q-branch
transitions (36). This observation has allowed the determination of the accep-
tor switching splitting in the vibrational ground state, which was not possible
with the previously existing data.
Fig. 3. The equilibrium structure of the water dimer as determined by
calculations on the VRT(ASP-W)-II potential surface (R. S. Fellers, M. G. Brown,
L. B. Braly, M. Colvin, C. Leforestier, and R.J.S., unpublished work). The
hydrogen bond deviates 2.3° from linearity, the OOO distance is 2.952 Å, and
the bond strength, D0, is 3.40 kcal!mol. The highly nonrigid dimer has six
floppy intermolecular vibrations.
Fig. 4. The water dimer exhibits three distinct low barrier tunneling path-
ways that rearrange the hydrogen bonding pattern. Acceptor switching (AS),
having the lowest barrier of all tunneling motions estimated at 157 cm!1 by
VRT(ASP-W), is the most facile tunneling motion. This tunneling pathway
exchanges the two protons in the hydrogen bond acceptor monomer and has
been determined to begin with a flip of the acceptor monomer followed by
a rotation of the donor monomer around its donating OOH bond, and
completed by a 180° rotation of the complex about the OOO bond. The
tunneling motion splits each rovibrational energy level into two. Interchange
tunneling (I) exchanges the roles of the hydrogen bond donating and accept-
ing water monomers. Several possible pathways exist for this exchange, the
lowest barrier path being the geared interchange motion. This pathway
begins with a rotation of the donor in the !D angle and rotation of the
acceptor about its C2 axis to form a trans transition state structure. This is
followed by a rotation of the initial donor about its C2 axis and a rotation of
the initial acceptor in the !A angle such that it becomes the donor. The
pathway is completed by a 180° end-over-end rotation of the complex.
Calculations with the VRT(ASP-W) potential determine the barrier to be 207
cm!1. The anti-geared interchange pathway also has been determined to be
important and is similar to the geared pathway except that it has a cis
transition state. The tunneling motion splits each energy level by a much
smaller amount than the acceptor switching resulting into two sets of three
energy levels. The bifurcation tunneling motion B, wherein the hydrogen
bond donor exchanges its protons, consists of the simultaneous in plane
librational motion of the donor with the flip of the acceptor monomer. This
is the highest barrier tunneling pathway [394 cm!1 with VRT(ASP-W)] result-
ing in a small shift of the energy levels.
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Figure 4.22: The water dimer exhibits three tunneling pathways that rearrange the
ground-state hydrogen-bond configuration. Acceptor switching (AS) exchanges the
lone-pair electrons on the acceptor molecule, interchange tunneling (I) exchanges the
roles of donor and acceptor molecules, and bifurcation tunneling (B) exchanges the
donor hydrogens. Similar non-tunneling motions were observed in dimer simulations
using both the polarizable nd non-pol riz ble models. Graphic exc rpted from Fig-
ure 1 in Reference [75].
Small water clusters are considered by many scientists to be the basic building
blocks of liquid water structure. [45, 46, 52, 76–88] With this in mind, a set of dimer
simulations were performed to study the hydrogen bond rearrangement mechanisms
present in the simulation. From these simulations, three distinct rearrangement mo-
tions were isolated and their spectral signatures were characterized. Although these
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rearrangement mechanisms by no means directly correspond to the tunneling path-
ways responsible for hydrogen-bond rearrangement in the ground-state of the water
dimer, they do provide a possible explanation for the source of the “association band.”
The accepted tunneling mechanisms for hydrogen bond rearrangement in the
ground-state dimer are presented in Figure 4.22. [52] The first, “acceptor switch-
ing” (AS), exchanges the lone-pair electrons which participate in the hydrogen-bond
via a rotation of the donor molecule’s free hydrogen along the O–O axis through
the plane of the acceptor. This rearrangement is initiated by a flip of the acceptor
molecule, and is followed by a 180◦ rotation of the entire cluster along the O–O axis.
The second, “interchange tunneling” (I), results in the reversal of the donor-acceptor
roles and occurs via several pathways. Each of these pathways possesses a transition
state with parallel O–H bonds arranged in a cyclic · · ·O–H· · ·O–H· · · pattern, and
is completed by a 180◦ end-over-end rotation of the cluster. The third, “bifurcation
tunneling” (B), exchanges the donor hydrogens via a concerted flip of the acceptor
and rotation of the donor. Unlike the other two tunneling pathways, “bifurcation tun-
neling” and classical “bifurcation” exhibit identical motions. While one should not
expect to see true tunneling in a classical simulation, hydrogen-bond rearrangement
mechanisms that exhibit similar motions and achieve equivalent rearrangements were
identified.
The first of these rearrangement mechanisms is a semi-free counter-rotation of the
donor and acceptor that is observed at ∼20 K and presented in Figure 4.26. Al-
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though the motion appears to consist of a rotation of the free hydrogen of the donor
through the plane of the acceptor in concert with a flip of the acceptor across the
O–O axis, the consistency of the flipping motion has yet to be definitively confirmed.
This motion induced a significant splitting of the bending and asymmetric stretch
signals, as evidenced by Figures 4.24 & 4.25. A distinct narrowing and blue-shift of
the inter-rotational bands was also observed, as shown in Figure 4.23. The splitting,
narrowing and blue-shift disappeared in the higher temperature simulations, presum-
ably due to the disruptions in rotational motion caused by the other hydrogen-bond
rearrangement mechanisms. Furthermore, no distinct oscillatory signal is observed
in the potential energy while the free hydrogen of the donor crosses the plane of the
acceptor. As a result, this motion is probably not important in describing the spectra
of neat water, especially since free rotation is hindered in both liquid water and ice.
It does exhibit a highly asymmetrical polarization state, however, which is interesting
considering the debate discussed in Section 4.4, although not entirely surprising due
to its asymmetrical geometry.
At 80 K, a motion strikingly similar to “bifurcation” is observed. The hydrogen-
bond is broken, and during this time the donor exhibits a symmetrical polarization.
An image of this transition state is presented along with the potential energy curve
of a typical trajectory as Figure 4.27. As with the counter-rotational motion, no
oscillation is evident. Furthermore, no distinct spectral signature was isolated. Thus,
it appears that this motion is not the source of the “association band.”
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At both 40 K and 80 K, a donor-acceptor role-reversing motion consisting of two
concerted rotations is observed. This motion exhibits a transition state similar to that
of “interchange tunneling,” during which the hydrogen-bond is broken and reformed
according to the geometric criteria described in Section 2.2. This transition state
consists of a cyclic O–H arrangement, with the free hydrogens displaced slightly from
planar geometry into a trans- configuration. Although the polarization state of the en-
tire cluster appears anti-symmetric, the polarization state of each individual molecule
is highly asymmetrical. Interestingly, a distinct oscillation around the potential min-
imum of this configuration is clearly visible in Figure 4.28. Furthermore, Figure 4.29
demonstrates that this oscillation does not occur for a non-polarizable simulation,
providing clear evidence that this phenomenon is a many-body polarization effect,
and thus will not appear in a non-polarizable bulk simulation. Additionally, the fact
that the observed oscillation occurs for this rearrangement but does not occur during
bifurcation strongly suggests that the asymmetric polarization state may play a role.
In order to confirm that the oscillation observed in the potential energy for the
role-reversal is infrared-active, the central time of each transition was assumed to be
the midpoint between hydrogen-bond breakage and formation, and list of these times
were compiled for each simulation. A total of 192 transitions were observed at 40 K,
which corresponds to an average frequency of occurrence of 0.96 per simulation, or 2.4
ns−1. At 80 K, this number increased to 5014 transitions, corresponding to an average
frequency of occurrence of 25.1 per simulation, or 62.7 ns−1. The standard deviations
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of the number of transitions observed in a single simulation run were ±1.129 and
±24.32, respectively.
A 512-point sample (t0±1.024 ps) of the filtered system dipole centered at each
transition time was then extracted and used to calculate the DFT in order to approx-
imate the IR signal due to the transition. A 4th-order Hann window was employed
both to minimize spectral leakage and reduce the contribution of dipole fluctuations
as a function of distance from the time origin. [89] The complex DFTs were averaged
so that signals present in the window but not correlated with the transition would
cancel out with averaging due to their incoherent phase, and a power spectrum was
computed from the average. This ensured that only those signals directly associated
with the transition would appear in the final average. No further processing was
applied.
The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 4.30. Here we find that although
the signal of interest is masked in the average dimer spectrum, the signal extraction
algorithm described above isolates a signal that appears to coincide quite well with the
positions of the two unidentified weak bands present in both the experimental data
and the polarizable simulation, yet is missing from the non-polarizable simulation.
The candidate “association band” signal appears to be blue-shifted from both the
experimental position and the bulk simulation position, but the bending band in the
average dimer spectrum is red-shifted from its bulk simulation position. This suggests
that the motion(s) responsible for this band may not involve the bending vibrations,
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which does not support the combination-band hypothesis. Additionally, the position
of the stretching band during the transition appears to be blue-shifted so that it
lines up with the tiny feature observed at ∼4000 cm−1 in both the experimental data
and the polarizable simulation. This feature is also missing from the non-polarizable
simulation, and thus the identification and tuning of the vibrations responsible for
these two bands in the polarizable model may provide a convenient reference point
for tuning the model for spectroscopic purposes if it can be demonstrated that this
transition state is in fact responsible for the “association band.” The above analysis
was repeated for dimers in the presence of simulated thermal noise, and the noise had
no significant effect on either the average spectra or the transient signal, indicating
the possibility that this vibrational mode could still be observed in the field of other
molecules.
The dimer study presented in this section may also provide further evidence in
support of the Wernet hypothesis. In order for a signal this weak to be visible in the
bulk liquid, a substantial amount of concerted rotational motions must be present
in the liquid structure. Furthermore, large-scale concerted motions may amplify the
signal to the point of detectability. Although the tetrahedral structure hypothesis
suggests that these rotations would be too hindered to occur at a greater frequency
than in the dimer, the identification of this transient signal suggests a mechanism for
hydrogen-bond rearrangements that agrees with the more disordered water structure
suggested by Wernet et. al, and may provide an experimental test that could end the
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debate. If this transient signal can be isolated in the bulk simulation and character-
ized, it could possibly solve two mysteries surrounding water and move the scientific
community one step closer to the elusive “universal water model.”
4.5 Conclusion and Future Direction
The question that remains to be answered, then, is exactly what physical phenomenon
is responsible for these weak spectral features that are present in both the polarizable
simulation spectra and experimental measurement, but are absent from the non-
polarizable simulation. Additionally, the exact motions responsible for the observered
spectra in the dimer simulations will have to be determined, and their presence in the
bulk simulation must be confirmed. In order to perform a definitive identification of
the modes present, ab. initio simulation methods must be used to confirm that the
observed modes are in fact physically valid and result in the same spectral signature as
the classical approximations. If this transient motion and its corresponding spectral
feature are indeed found to be physically valid, it must then be determined whether
this motion is related to asymmetric charge distributions and the disputed second-
neighbor feature observed in the RDF.
If the aforementioned questions can be answered in the affirmative, then it will be
a compelling demonstration of the predictive power of classical molecular dynamics
methods. It will also provide a definitive test to end the debate, if only temporarily.
While this is no small task, clear progress has been made. Only improved fitting,
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larger system sizes, longer simulations and continued research and development of
the water potential surface will determine whether this is possible. Clearly, the jury
is still out.
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Figure 4.23: Temperature-dependent dimer spectra in the inter-rotational region.
Each data set is the average of 200 simulations of 400 ps in lengths (80 ns total)
initiated from evenly-spaced configuration samples taken from a 100 ps simulation
stimulated by band-limited noise. Each data set represents the effect of adding a new
hydrogen-bond rearrangement motion.
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Figure 4.24: Temperature-dependent dimer spectra in the O–H stretching region.
Each data set represents the effect of adding a new hydrogen-bond rearrangement
motion.
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Figure 4.25: Temperature-dependent dimer spectra in the H–O–H bending region.
Each data set represents the effect of activating a new hydrogen-bond rearrangement
motion.
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Figure 4.26: Simulation snapshot and potential energy plot for a dimer counter-
rotation. The polarization for this transition state is highly asymmetrical. Hydrogen-
bond breakage does not occur according to the geometrical criteria defined in Section
2.2
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Figure 4.27: Simulation snapshot and potential energy plot for a dimer bifurca-
tion. The polarization for the donor is roughly symmetrical in this transition state.
Hydrogen-bond breakage and formation are indicated by vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 4.28: Simulation snapshot and potential energy plot for a dimer donor-acceptor
role-reversal. The polarization of the molecules participating in this transition state is
highly asymmetrical, and an oscillation around the transition-state minimum energy
is clearly visible. Hydrogen-bond breakage and formation are indicated by vertical
dashed lines.
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Figure 4.29: Potential energy for a dimer during a donor-acceptor role-reversal ob-
served during a non-polarizable simulation. No oscillation is present. Hydrogen-bond
breakage and formation are indicated by vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 4.30: Average spectrum for the dimer transition state during a donor-acceptor
role-reversal, with the average dimer spectrum (green line) and estimated bulk band
positions from the polarizable simulation (black impulses) included for comparison.
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